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Dorm renovations
to cost $750,000
seven years ago when the plans
were approved:
Twelve resident halls were
"Monies go into a pool and are
renovated over the summer as
part of two trustee-approved pro- designated according to need,"
Bianco said. "The money for these
grams costing $750,000.
renovations came from student
Two hundred and fifty thousand
room fees.
dollars were spent to renovate
"We are not only concerned
and replace furniture in Fairchild, Smith, Scott, · Hetzel and with the immediate appearance
and use of the physical buildings,
Stoke Halls and the lower quad,
but we must look to the future,"
as part of one program.
he said.
An estimated additional $500,000
According to Hunter Hall Head
will be spent by 1981 on further
Resident Samuel Richards, " the
dorm renovations and new furniattitude, especially of older stuture.
This swnmer, locks in the lower dents, is 'let's take care of it
quad were replaced, bathrooms and not break it up'."
Sawyer Hall resident Mert
in Congreve were renovated, and
work on the roofs of Scott and Bavbek said, "everybody was
Smith Halls started. The roof pretty surprised we got this
lounge furniture. Nobody thought
repairs should be finished by Oct.
the University would come
1.
Bathrooms in the quad were through with this."
also renovated, a sauna with a · Bianc() said "this is the begincapacity for four people was in- ning of an ongoing process. After
stalled in Hunter, and new furni- 1981 we'd like to go into a schedule
ture was put in Hetzel, Devine, of replacing one chair at a time."
Bianco said there has been a
Congreve, Jessie Doe, and Sawyer
decrease in dorm vandalism,
Hall lounges.
"partly because of the students'
According t~ David Bianco,
Director of Residential Life, the awareness of the oronerty beDORMS, page 15
money for the work was set aside
Ry VvPth• O:;aly

Decisions, decisions ... a student ponders his choices at the Mortarboard's used book sale in the
MUB (Jeff McAllister photo)

Lessard keeps plugging away
By Gary Langer

In his three terms as state
representative from Dover's
Ward 5, Leo Lessard has been
one of the University System's
strongest supporters.
This year Lessard, a 28-year-old
UNH student majoring in political science, is running for a
fourth term.

"I think the University . is in
real trouble,' ' Lessard said
Friday. "I am not optimistic at
all. I will continue to fight for
increases in the percentage of our
share of state money.''
For Lessard, the fight has not
been easy. The University's
budget has been cut and tuition
has increased every year he's

Student and legislator Leo Lessard: One of the University's strongest supporters

Correction
It was incorrectly reported in last Friday's The New
Hampshire

that Associate Dean of Students William Kidder

will become acting dean.of students in October.
Kidder has been acting dean since last winter. He will turn
the position over to Vice President for Student Affairs Richard
Stevens on Oct. 1.
Stevens will serve as both vice president for student affairs
and acting dean of students for the remainder of the school
year. He will recommend to UNH President Eugene Mills
whether or not to resume the search for a new dean of students
next spring.
The New Hampshire regrets the error.

been in office.
But, he said his victories have
made the work worthwhile.
In 1974 Lessard was co-sponsor
of the state Incentive Aid bill,
~financial aid program for in-state
students.
Though it was vetoed by the
Governor, the bill eventually
resulted in the program that today
supplies $400,000 in loans and
grants to 500 students throughout
the state.
Last winter, state budget cuts
threatened Incentive Aid.
"It took four months of continually going to the appropriations committee, '·' Lessard recalled. "But it finally was refunded.
·
"It's been obvious since I've
been in the legislature that there
has not been enough money for
the University," he said. "I've
tried to find other ways of funding
students that couldn't afford the
high cost of education."
Lessard's concern for students
comes from his own experience
as a student. "A few years ago,"
he said, "I had to drop out of
school to take a job. I just didn't
have the money."
But helping students ~fford the
cost of their education is not
Lessard's only contribution to the
University. As ranking Democrat
and chairman of the House subcommittee on the University, he's
been involved in nearly all recent
legislation dealing with it.
Last year's student trustee bill
is one of the issues Lessard has
played a role in. That bill took
away the Governor's power to
appoint any student he chose as
student trustee and set up a
rotating system between the
Keene, Plymouth, and - UNH
campuses.
Now, students elect five can.:.
didates for the post when it's
their campus's turn to supply the
trustee. The Governor picks the
trustee from those five.
But Lessard is not satisfied.
He is still working to have the
student trustee wholly elected by
the students--much the same as
the alumni trustee, who is elected
solely by the alumni.
''The student trustee should be
elected by students," Lessard
said. "It should not be a political
plum ."
LESSARD, page 7

Durham Mounties
•••soon to ride?
Unless UNH students are violently opposed, part of the UNHDurham Police Department will be on horseback sometime this
year.
Lt. Paul Ross, patrol supervisor for the police department, said
he and other officers are trying to gauge student reaction to the
idea.
Ross said the program will not cost UNH anything. A Melvin
Village couple this summer donated their 11-year-old gelding,
Shiloh, to the police, and Ross said he is looking for a second horse.
The Alwnni Association has offered to donate about $1,500 of its
own money for the program, said Ross. The money would fund
uniforms and equipment.
Vice Provost for Budget and Administration Allan Prince will
release that money when students accept the idea, said Ross.
When that happens, Ross and Officer Patricia Hanson will be
Durham's first mounted police.
MOUNTIES, page 16

Lt. Paul Ross and Shiloh may team up as Durham's newest
oolice uatrol
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--News Briefs-- Vegetarians dissatisfied
with dining hall offerings
By Nancy Lowd

Biking violations

'

Ii

A random survey of six vegetarians who eat in UNH dining
halls has revealed dissatisfaction
with the meals offered. Lack of
variety and a balanced meal
were the complaints voiced most
often.
"All there is is salad," said
junior- Sue Carmody. ''Most of
the time at night there is only lettuce, not even tomatoes."
Sue Folk, a former vegetarian,
said that "Eating vegetarian was
really boring, always just salad-once in a while a quiche, or something like that, but mostly just
::ictlall, anll l>Orlng. · ·
Most people polled in the dining
halls said there should be improved vegetarian selections.
"They (vegetarians) pay the
same as we do, so their needs
should be . served,'' said
sophomoiie Laurie Fischer.

Bicycle riders who don't go the right way on Main Street may
be fined $100.
Durham Bicycle Safety Officer Don Berry said yesterday that
he stopped and warned at least 15 bikers going the wrong way on
one-way streets last week, and saw even more he couldn't stop.
Berry said bikers should register their bicycles with either the
town of Durham or campus security in case the bike is stolen.
"It's a state law that all bikers must follow the rules of the
road," Berry said. "That means k>llowing the direction of traffic
obeying street signs, and keeping your speed under 10 miles a~
hour out on Main Street."
Last year the town police ~uuunonell careless cycllsts to court
for various violations, Berry warned. Motorists and pedestrians
have .also logged many complaints about sloppy bikers this week,
hesa1d.

False alarms

"The University has a responsibility to serve vegetarians,"
said Steve Kramer, a nonvegetarian student.
UNH dietician Pam Raney was
hesitant to give specific examples because she just began work
at the job this week, but she expressed concern for vegetarian
needs.
"Part of the problem is that we
don't
know
how
many
vegetarians there are. We don't
want ·lo" make 100 portions and
only have 35 (portions) eaten."
Among her suggestions was to
poll students to determine the
number of vegetarians.
She also plans monthly
meetings with student repr~sen
tatives to get student opi~1ons.
Several vegetarians interviewed seemed fairly satisfied.
Sophomore Jae Ruonalo said,
"Stillings isn't too bad-at least
there's always cheese.
"The entrees, such as spinach
souffle, and quiche, are really
good, but should be served more
often," she said.
Jeanne Abbott said she had
gone back to eating meat because
she felt that it was "impossible to .
get a good meal."

Only three of fifteen fire alarms answered by the DurhamUNH Fire Department last week were legitimate.
Lt. Fire Chief Donald Bliss said nine alarms were pulled·for
undetermined reasons and three were caused for malicious
reasons. The undetermined alarms were all set by smoke detectors.
The detectors have oresented oroblems since their installation.
according to William Evans, special assistant to the director
in Williamson Hall. Although improvements have beeri made to replace and relocate trouble-causing detectors, the system
isn't foolproof yet, he said.
Five of the week's fires were in Stoke Hall, according to one
resident.
Evans said the number of false alarms had been reduced
within the past few years. The legitimate alarms were caused
by two leaking steam pipes and a cooking fire.

Student injured
A UNH senior is listed in satisfactory condition at the Maine
Medical Center in Portland after receiving serious injuries when
she was thrown from a horse Friday.
Susan Jayne Mendzela, 20, an animal science major, was
riding on the old logging trail from Highland House on Bennett
Road to the Foss Farm when the horse apparently threw her,
Durham police said.
Mendzela was taken to the Dover hospital by the DurhamUNH Ambulance Corps at 6:32 p.m., according to Mark Eicher,
a UNH News Bureau editor. Eicher said the incident occured
between 3 and 4:30 p.m. that afternoon.
The senior student suffered a fractured skull, and a crushed
left pelvis when the horse apparently threw her and sent her
into a utility pole.

J~hn Rogers, the . relief discontinued because of recent
a~s~stant man~ge_r of Philbr~ok budget cuts. "They're benefitdmmg hall, ~aid it was .Possible ted,"' he said. "Some vegetarian
for~ vegetarian t~ e~t qmte well. entrees have become popular
1 hre~ ounces of e1~her ~heddar enou h, such as macaroni and

or sw1~s cheese 1~ give~ to
studt:f!ts who r~<I!:!est it, l!e_sai~ _
.This cheese is ~vailable eve:ymght that there 1 ~ no}egetarian
entree, and c<;>nt~ms more than
enough,. protem. .
Rogers continued saying that
.
'
the _vegetar1an.s had a lot of a.lternatives, especially at lunch time.
"There's the salad bar with
cheese, egg salad, and all ktnds of
health breads " he said.

. cnee~e, to be served more often
because of the low expense and
increased student demand "
He said the vegetarian· meals
offered were good, "although
some im
t
Id b
, , . provemen s. cou
e
made m the service to the
students who don't eat meat
"The proble 1·s th t th ·
m
a
ere are
no.t enough pe~ple to _p artake in
this program--if there were more
Rogcr 13 did' i-iot feel tha( tilt ~:~ests. we ro111rl eYp:rnd, " ho
vegetarian meals had been
·

A meat-eater enjoys the dining hall fare

SANE changes na10e
The Society Against Nuclear Energy (SANE), a UNH student
organization, has changed its name-- but its acronym, and its
purpose, remain the same.
The newly-named Society Advocating Natural Energy <SANE)
changed its name this summer, according to member Marc
Strauss, because the old name "had some negative connotations
we didn't want to carry with us."
Strauss said the group, which has about 50 members, will continue its opposition to construction of the Seabrook nuclear power
plant.
But, he said, "We felt the name should apply more closely to
what we feel. We just hope to stress the positive side of natural
energy more than before."
The group, which plans to host alternative energy displays and
guest speakers during the year, will hold a short organizational
meeting Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the MUB Commuter Lounge

The weather
;Clear and windy skies are expected for this afternoon, according to the National Weather Service. Highs today will be in the
70s, with tonight's lows between 40 and 45.
The weather will be cooler on Wednesday, swmy with a
daytime high of 60. Winds will be light and variable.
1-'

Water beads gather on a pine sprig after yesterday's rain. <Arthur Illman photo? ,.....
.. ...,.
.;.

_
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Paths endanger
•
.ca_~pus ravine
By Greg Mclssac
Several paths in the wooded
ravine area in the center of campus may be closed this fall to protect trees and shrubs damaged by
pedestrians.
The 15-acre tract bordering
College Brook is now in extreme environmental danger, according to a study of the area that
had been going on since last
January.
UNH Landscape Designer Dan
Sundquist, in his study of foot traffic through the ravine, found that
unpaved footpaths through the

ravine gives the campus a special
quality of unusual beauty. "If we don't respect it as a
semi-wilderness area, and continue to trample it down," Mills
said, "it will change the nature of
the whole area."
Sundquist studied pedestrian
traffic to find out why the shortcuts were formed and how ravine
walkways could be better designed to accomodate the traffic.
A survey taken last year
showed that 50 percent of the
people using shortcuts knew they

area have led to both dam£lgcd

were doing so111e uamagt to tht:

soil and plants.
According to Sundquist, people
walking on the forest floor rather
than on the paved paths compact
and erode the soil, putting stress
on plants and trees.
"The trees are adaptable, but
add to the foot traffic the affects
of de-icing salts, air and water
pollution, and a dry summer,''
Sundquist said. "The foot traffic
may be the straw that breaks the
camel's back."
UNH President Eugene Mills
organized the Committee to Save
the Ravine last Decemrer
because, he said, "I am concerned about preserving the
beauty of the campus and the

area. The overwhelming reason
for using the shortcuts was
because people were in a hurry.
Sundquist 's recommendations
include a ravine awareness
program designed to ''raise
people's consciousness of the
ravine." This includes presentations and lectures on the
ravine, and displays in the MUB.
Sundquist also recommends
that the foot paths be redesigned
so the shortcuts are not
necessary - work that may be
started soon.
"What will make or break the
ravine is campus participation,"
said Sundquist. "If used- to be a
tradition that people couldn't

Students cutting through the wooded ravine are damaging the area's vegetation (Jeff
McAllister photo)
walk anywhere- but. the paved .
walkways. Perhaps we can reestablish this tradition."
Sundquist's study will continue
until June 1979. The finished product will be a comprehensive en-,ironmental analysis of the area.

Landscapers wor
at
Parsons
Hall
Dormitory elevator mishap
traps 15 students and keg

Parsons Hall's front lawn is being drained and beautified by
four grounds workmen.
The project will improve soil drainage and repair worn paths
made by students taking short-cuts across the lawn, said Dan
Sundquist, landscape architect at Plant Physical Operation and
Maintenance.

By Paul Keegan
·
tions were of the general conduct
Fifteen people crammed into section of the Students' Rights
an elevator with a keg of beer and Rules.
in Christensen Hall last week
Area III Coordinator Stephanie
became stuck between the ninth Keating said she will meet with
and tenth floors.
Gallo today to determine whether
According to the Durham Police the matter will be brought up
Department, no arrests were with the University Judicial
made and no vandalism occurred Board or the Area III Board.
in the Sept. 4 incident. The names
"When someone files an inciof the students have not been re- dent report with my office," Gallo
leased.
said, "I inform that person about
how they go about making the
Assistant Dean of Students charges, I inform the students
Robert Gallo would not comment of their rights and set up a board
on the specific charges in the hearing."
dormitory incident report, which
Gallo would not say how far
he said was filed "shortly after" along he was in the process, but
that one of the judicial boards
the incident.
Gallo said the alleged viola- would probably make its decision

early next week.
''There is no prescribed action
for General Conduct violations,"
said Keating. "It's up to the
board that handles it and it depends upon the seriousness of the
event.''
·Chapter 12.l(s) of the Students'
Rights and Rules states that general conduct offenders are "subject to appropriate disciplinary
action."

~Th.e project began four '_Veeks ago and should be completed
withm two we~ks, accordmg to Frances LeBritten, grounds
manager. At this stage, grading of the top soil is being done in
preparation for seeding and later planting of trees shrubber~.

Sundquist and the staff designed the area to be functional.
Areas worn away by students taking short cuts have been paved.
He hopes that less mud will be tracked into Iddles Auditorium
since the improvements.
When the lawn is completed during the next two weeks, shrubs
will be·planted later, according to LeBritton.
The project was paid for by the Grounds Department, but the
exact amount was not available.

According to police reports, the
incident occurred at 10:33 p.m.
and Durham Police responded one
minute later. The 15 people,
trapped in the elevator while
going from the tenth to the ninth
floor, w~re quickly freed.

Survey questions
smoking in class
Smokers and non-smokers alike are questioning whether
or not smoking should be allowed in UNH classrooms according
to a recent poll taken by a campus group.
The Group for Non-Smokers' Rights, organized by psychology
Professor Ronald Shor, believes the existing policy should be
changed.
Smoki.ng in UNH classrooms is now allowed at the discretion
of the mstructor. The group would like to make the rule
read "No smokine: is to aliowed in University classrooms "
'
accormng to members.
Why? To protest the comfort and well-being of those who
don't smoke, the members interviewed said.
Professor of health and administration Michael O'Sullivan
said, "It is not a matter nor a question of rights. It is a
question of courtesy, understanding, and consideration which
should be made by smokers."
Terrance Logan, an English professor who smokes in class,
disagreed with that. "Each individual, especially in an intellectual community, has the right to do what one wants," he
,said.
"If the case may be smoking in the classroom--to each his
own,'' he said. Logan said students who wear wet wool clothes
to class and perspire are more offensive than smokers.
·

Scott Hall renovations are part of a $750,000 dorm improvement program (Lauren Grant
photo> -

But O'Sullivan believes that students or faculty who smoke
should do it where they won't bother non-smokers.
Non-smokers become "highly contan;iinated" by cigarette
smoke in classrOQ6Tls, he said, and develop headaches, daydream and become aggressively moody.
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.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
OUTING CLUB

FRESHMAN PICNIC
Thursday
September 14, 1978

SEMESTER I
OPENING MEETING

from

TONIGHT

4:00 p.rn.- 6:00 p.rn.

-multi-media slide show
-movie, ''Break on Through''

President and Mrs. Mills
wiltwelcome the freshman at
a picnic on their lawn.
(Huddleston in case of rain)
The University Jazz Band under
the direction of Greg Balfany
will provide music for the occasion.

*Equipment displays*
*Membership sales*
*Information*

Tues., Sept. 12th
Granite State Rm, MUB
7:30pm

(Bring your meal tickets)

,-------~-~-~---~--------------------------~--------------------------------·---

'

''HAVE YOU SEEN THE GLOBE TODAY?''
You can have

Qfhc •o~ton <!9fubt

Delivered to your door daily in your dorm-or Apartment Building
at these special student rates

$1.00

A WEEK FOR THE
K>RNING & SUNDAY

COMB INAHON

l

A WEEK FOR THE

MORNING ONLY

404

I

A WEEK FOR THE

r

SUNDAY ONLY

t

I

l

I

'
I

IF YOU LIVE IN~
Engelhardt, Devine
Gibbs, Hunter
Huddleston, Hetzel, Fairchild
Congreve, Lord, Scott, McLaughlin
Jessie Doe
Stoke
Smith, Sawyer
Williamson
Christensen
Hubbard, Babcock
Strafford House

CONTACT:
Mark Berman
Bill Finsthwait
John McAlpine
DonDeroo

Gary Crossan
Dale Hunt
Peter Foley
Scott Eurard
Molly Sherman
Rocco Raduazo

J

I

230 Engelhardt
206Hunter
213Hetzel
2f1l Congreve

868-9827
868-9850
868-m92
868-m39

clo 440 Stoke

868-m44
868-m44
868-W43
868-W29
868-98W
868-9818

441 Stoke
2f1l Williamson

116 Christensen
321Hubbard
Strafford House

I

Campus Coordinator Bill Finsthwait Hunter 206
868-9850 (payphone)
2-1588 (campus)
~-------------------------------~-----------------------------~---~----------.
.~
.. :· .
.
/
.:~
,. ~

-

J

I
I
I
I
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Campus calendar
TUESDAY, September 12

ANSWERS
TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD
------------------------------~

•
notices
GENERAL
MESA ESPANOLA: Almuerza y charla en espanol con
nosotros todos los jueves en Stillings de 12-1:30. Empezaremos el 14 Sept. Si no tienes un carnet para
la cafeteria, puedes comprar una entrada en Murkland
209 por $1 los jueves por la manana.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD PROGRAM: Student
meeting, Thursday, September 14, at ~2 Dover. Road,
Durham, at 7 p.m. Anyone interested m planmng the
first Blood Drive <Sept. 25-28) is urged to attend.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
JEWISH STUDENTS ORGANIZATION: First meeting
of fall semester, Tuesday, September 12, Rockingham
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
SOCIETY ADVOCATING NATURAL ENERGY: Introductory meeting, Wednesday, September 13, ~ommuter
Lounge, Memorial Union, 7 P·n:1· Anyone mteres~ed
in exploring sharing and learnmg about alternative
energy, nucl~ar power: and the Seabrook is~u~ is invi~ed.
UNH SIMULATION GAMING CLUB: Meetmg, Friday,
September 15, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 6-11 p.m.
Everyone welcome.

Earn Extra Money

BOOKRUSH: Snively Arena, 8 a.m.-4:20 p.m. LAST DAY.
Bookrush ends. Booksfore closed Wednesday and Thursday,
September 13 and 14 to move back to Hewitt.
PLANT SALE: Low prices on high quality plants. CarrollBelknap Room, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Sponsored by Student Activities.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Greek Way," R.
Alberto Casas, AMLL. James Hall, Room 303, 11 a.m.12:30 p.m.
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION: For part-time
and evening-only graduate students, Room 8, Thompson
Hall, 5-7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, September 13
PLANT SALE: Carroll-Belknap ,Room, Memorial Union,
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL: Lowell, Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION: For part-time
and evening-only graduate students, Room 8, Thompson
Hall, 5-7 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, September 14
PLANT SALE: Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union,
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
FRESHMEN PICNIC: President and Mrs. Mills will greet
the freshmen on their lawn, Main Street, 4:30-6:30 p.m.
F~eshmen meal tickets only honored -at picnic. Commuters
may purchase tickets at Huddleston Dining Hall.
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION: For part-time
and evening-only graduate students, Room 8, Thompson
Hall, 5-7 p.m.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Catch 22," starring Alan Arkin.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 75- or MUSO Film Pass.
E.B.B., 1819-1846: A one-woman presentation on the life
of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Hennessy Theater, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: John Perrault, folk, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, September 15

111111
·:·.·····:·:·····:·:-:-:-:·:·.·.·.·:-;.:-:·.·.·:·.·.·:·:·.·.·.·.·.····.···.·-·.· ·.•.··.·.·.·-··.··.·.•.•.·.·-·,·.·.·.·.;-

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Students! Earn extra money by delivering the
Boston Globe in your dorm or apartment buildin~. Still open are Fore st Park, Hitchcock, Randall, Minidorms, Alexander, Main Street;
Madbury Road, Mill Road and fraternities.
Contact Bill Finsthwait: Hunter 206, 868-9850
pay phone and 2-1588 campus phone.

PLACEM.ENT
REGISTRATION
SENIORS and GRADUATE STUDENTS completing degree requirements in 1978-79 who are interested
in exploring professional careers in
business, industry, government and
teaching.

BOOKSTORE RESUMES OPERATIONS: Hewitt Hall, 8
a.m.-4:20 p.m.
· PLANT SALE: Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union,
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.MUB PUB: From Boston "Shane Champagne," rock, 8 p.m.
ORGAN CONCERT: Johannes Geffert of Germany will
play works by Bach, Rinck, Bartoldy, Reger, and
Schumann. Durham Community Church (sanctuary), 8 p.m.
Donations will be accepted.
E.B.B., 1819-1846: A one-woman presentation on the fife
of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Hennessy Theater, 8 p.m.
LAST DAY TO SUBMIT INTENT-TO-GRADUATE
CARD FOR DECEMBER 1978 GRADUATION.
LAST DAY TO OPT. FOR AUDIT.
LAST DAY TO DROP WITHOUT $10 LATE FEE.

j--------------~--------------~
The New Hampshire is published and distributed semi-weekly throughout I
I the academic year. Pub. no. 379280. Our offices are located in the Memorial I
I Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Editorial office Room 151; business of- I
fice Room 108. Business hours Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p.m., Wednesday I
I and Friday, 9-2. Academic year Subscription $9.00. Second class postage I
I paid at Durham, N.H., 03824. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The I
I New·Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824.
' -~~~f!e.!.~~~e.R.~~.!t.£<>,!!!°i.!1'£~l~hl!!~...:.>~~W'~..!l~-J

efquire /·~ngale's

a rare cu inary e.ipenence
Dinner Served

5:30-10:00
Wingate Tavern
11:00-1:00

Career Planning & Placement Servic
203 Huddleston Hall

Buffet Luncheon
Weekdays 11:30-2:00
Closed Tuesday
Corner of Routes 101 and 108 on the circle
Stra1ham. New Hampshire
For ReseNations:
1~603-772-2771
.
.
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"NELCOME

B~CK

Offer good from 9/5 --S/15

SPECIALS

7:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.

Coffee or Tea or Cocoa
w/donut. ......... 35¢
w/danish ........ 50¢

DON'T FORGET OUR DAILY BREAK&t15T SPECl~LS
Monday
2 Scrambled Eggs, Homefries, Toast
Tuesday Blueberry Pancakes, Sausage
Wednesday Cheese Omelet, Toast
Thursday French Toast, Sausage
Friday
2 Fried Eggs, Homefries, Toast
Plus juice and coffee or tea or hot chocolate

99¢

Offer good all year round

DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS
Good from 9/5 - 9/22
Monday Assorted Quiche Lorraine
a)
b)
c)
d) ·
e)
f)

Spinach ............. . .99each
Broccoli. ............ . .99each
Asparagus ........... . .99each
Shrimp .............. . 1.25 each
Chicken .............. . 1.25 each
Bacon ................ . 1.25 each

11: 00 a .m. - 1: 45 p.m.

Tuesday

Pizza - home made....... .99 piece

Wednesday Meatloaf Lunch
mashed potato
peas & mushrooms....... 1.25 each
Thursday
Friday

Spaghetti Feed ............ 99
Zucchini Casserole ........ 99
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------------------------------Lessard's
working
for UNH
LESSARD,
continued from page 1
"If out-of-state enrollment was
limited, " Lessard said, "there
would be a need for more instate tuition. Right now, out-ofstate students are subsidizing instate students to the tune of $400
apiece. "
But Gov. Meldrim Thomson,
Lessard said, "is not willing to
compromise at all on this. It looks
like a fight. "

Interested in a career in Education or Human Services?
Want to get valuable job experience?
The Special Services Program is looking for committed
and caring people to work as tutor/counselors with UNH
students for the academic year 1978-9.
Responsibilities include:
Instruction of study skills; tutoring; assisting in personal
problem solving; participation in staff training sessions
and weekly meetings.

29 MAIN STRE! T OURMAM,N.H. 16_8.705t

29MainSt.
Durham

Qualifications: Minimum of sophomore class standing;
good G.P.A.; College work-study eligibility preferred ..
($2 .85-$3 .SO/ hr.)

Hairstyling for~

Application deadline: Sept. 18, 1978.

~

at

Reasona hie price~

Characteristically, that fight is J For more information contact:
one Lessard will not shy away I
from . Last year he fought the I
Len Lamberti
Governor's bill to limit out-of- I
Special Services Program
state enrollment at UNH to 25 I
Robinson House
percent--and won.
I
8 62-15 62
I
Lessard's sub-committee killed'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fhomson's bill.
- Garnering support for the
University in the legislature has
been one of Lessard's priorities.

Hours:
Mon-Sat 9-5: 30
Thur. eve Till 8

PHONE: 868-7051

appointment or walk-in
~

Let a TI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time.
This semester ... and for years to come.

"The University has more support
in the legislature right now than
it's had in years--and it's growing,
he said.

Now, more affordable
than ever! ··

While the University is my
priority," Lessard said, "you have
to realize that other legislators
have their top priorities."
And while the University will
never be the state's legislature's
prime concern, according to
Lessard, "New Hampshire's
future is directly tied to the quality of education and the students
who can afford it. "
The legislature, he says, is
slowly becoming aware of that.
" When I was first elected the
average age in the legislature
was 65, " he said. "Now it's 47
or 48. It's becoming more educated, more aware, more concerned. "
A large part of that concern-concern for the University--has
been the result of Lessard's
continuou'-support.
" The victories are few and far
between," he said. "But they
occur often enough .to keep me
upbeat about my job and the
future of the University. "

w

•
price:

pric~'"'

$60.00*

s·7o~tJ•

PLUS

for a limited
time a
SS.00 rebate

Lessard said that in two years
he may run for the state Senate.
But for now, he's concerned with
winning re-election to the House
as both the Democratic and
write-in Republican nominee, as
he has in his past three terms.
. And if re-elected, Lessard said,
he promises just one thing: "I'll
keep plugging away. "

The Tl Programmable 57 is a powerful
with the purchase
slide rule calculator
with statistics and deof a TI-57.
cision making capabilities to help solve repetitive problems ... quickly and
accurately.
Powerful program memory stores 50 fully-merged
steps for up to 150 keystrokes. Computer-like functions include editing, branching, subroutines, and
more. Slide rule capabilities include functions of x,
as well as log, trig, arid-statistical functions. Comes
complete with an easy-to-follow learning guide.
With its new, low price and limited time $5.00 rebate, the Tl Programmable 57 offers an unsurpassed
value. Act now to take advantage of this outstanding offer.

------------------.
Use this coupon to obtain your $5.00 rebate.

I
I

Texas Instruments will rebate $5 .00 of your original Tl-57 purchase price when you:
(1) Return this completed coupon . including serial number, (2) along with your (
completed Tl-57 customer information card (packed in box) , and (3) a dated copy
of proof of your purchase . verifying purchase between August 15 and October 31 ,
1978. Your coupon, customer information card, and dated copy of proof of purchase must be postmarked on or before November 7, 1978 to qualify for this
special offer.
_

I

I

Send to:
Tl-57 Rebate Offer, P.O. Box 53 , Lubbock, Texas I9408
Name_ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ __

Do business and financial classwork quickly
with this powerful calculator.
For business administration, financial analysis and planning, real estate management,
investment analysis, and more. The MBA's financial functions include net present value
and internal rate of. return for variable cash
flows. Payment, present and future value,
number of periods for annuities. Also, days
between dates, and direct solution of yield for
bonds and mortgages.
Statistical functions .
include mean, variance,
and standard deviation
at the touch of a key.
Built-in linear regression .
Simple programmability lets the MBA remember a sequence of up to
32 keystrokes.
The MBA comes with a
valuable book, Ca/cu/a~~~~ ~~"iiilii tor Analysis for Business
and Finance. Shows you how to apply the
power of your MBA to business and financial
decision making.
~
At its new, low price, the MBA
rJ
presents an exceptional value to
the business student. See it today.
·u.s suggested retail price.

Address _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

City _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
State _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
Tl-57 SERIAL NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(from back of calculator)
Please allow 30 days for delivery. Offer void where prohibited by law. Offer good in
U.S. only.
L
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
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© 1978 Texas Instruments Incorporated
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** Remember, we welcome **
**
**
**~ · requests for repeat films **~
*
*
This Sunday ·night, *
*
*
*
and will try to
~
*
Sept. 17
*
*
*
Starting at 8 p.m. *
** accomodate your wishes. **
in the
~* The Franklin Theatre *
*
Hillsboro-Sullivan
*~
.*
~
Serving UNH
Room of
* ~nd the Durham Community ·*
since 1920
*
*~
the MUB
WUNH
·NEW
·PEOPLES
MEETING

EVERYONE
WELCOME

\**·******************""
VIDEO and FILM
THE
STUDENT VIDEO TAPE ORGANIZATION
will hold its 1st organizational meeting~ Thursday 7:00 pm-9:00 pm in the SVTO offices,
rooms llOA and llOB, lower floor of the MUB.
All interested people please attend!
For students interested in FILM-MAKING,
SVTO is just the tlti.n~ for you.

For students interested in FILM-MAKING,
SVTO is just the thing for you.

VIDEO
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ATTENTION
SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
MAJORS!

The Air Force has openings for young men and woinen majoring in
selected science and engineering fields. Like Aeronautical, Aerospace,
General and Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Physi_cs and Computer Technology.
·
To help prepare for one of these, Air Force ROTC offers two and
four-year programs of study which will defray some of your college
costs.
After completion of the AFROTC requirement, and upon your graduation, you'll be commissioned an officer in the Air Force. Then comes
responsibility, experience in your specialty with some of the best people and facilities in.the world, and a mission with a purpose. You'll get
excellent starting salary, medical and dental care, 30 days of paid vacation beginning your first year, and more.
Look into the Air Force ROTC program right away. See what's in it
for you. See how you can serve your country in return. You11 be glad
you put your major to work on a job that really counts.

·Bore
Gateway to a great way of life.
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editorial-----A chance to respond
The four-page advertisement in this issue of The
New Hampshire is a copy of the Student Governance Task Force report, released last spring.
We urge all students to read it.
The report is the basis for a new system of
student governance that will start this winter. The
report needs some revision and some definition.
Above all, it needs your response.
Until a year and a half ago, students had a
strong voice in all facets of University governance
through the University Senate. But UNH President
Eugtm! Milb <lbbdnut:<l the stnace in April 1977,
creating the faculty-dominated Academic Senate
in its place.
After the reorganization, students were left to
fend for themselves. Though th~ student body
president and Student Caucus- have done a good
job of filling the gap, student governance has been
in disarray--until now.
Now, with the report, students have a complete
new system of governance laid out for them. We
need only to read it and provide the response its
authors hoped for . The result can be a stronger,
more involved student body than ever before.
But before the system can be put into action,
students must read and comment on it. And
therein lies what may be the system's biggest
problern--the report itself.

A sentence under the "Residential Life" section
of the report is painfully typical of the whole
product. "Upon implementation of the Residence
Council," it says, "the council and the director of
Residential Life shall be jointly responsible for the
formulation of a proposal concerning a
redefinition of their respective responsibilities and
authorities as they pertain to administrative
· processes and procedures by the Office of Residential Life."

trouble filling the 29 seats on the Student Caucus
now. Filling all the positions called for in the
report may well be impossible.

What thE> sentPnCP mP~nc: ic: th~t thP ne""lyformed Residence Council will work with the Office of Residential Life to figure out how the two
will work together.

The report suggests only a once-a-month open
meeting for students to attend. After reports from
each committee in the system, the report says,
students can "respond and offer input."

Unfortunately, the effort needed to decipher
this and the rest of the report's garbled prose may
demand -too much of most students. The report
says it seeks student response--but, at the same
time, it makes that response very difficult for
students to provide. .
There are other problems, as well. Written with
the idea that it's best for students to specialize in
separate areas of governance, the report calls for
26 separate committees.
The problem with this suggestion is student interest. The student body president has enough

It's also unfortunate. that the part of governance
we feel is most important is dealt with most briefly
in the report--the public forum.
An effective and responsive governance structure must have a built-in system of student comment and opinion. Students' concerns must be
heard.

We feel that a .more extensive system of airing
students' concerns is necessary. Students should
be able to lodge complaints and problems before
these meetings, and the appropriate committee
should be mandated to investigate and respond to
the issue by the next meeting. Both accountability
and responsiveness would be guaranteed.
The task force report, despite its flaws, is still an
impressive document. It is a comprehensive design
for a new system of student governance. Public
hearings on the system are now being scheduled.
All that's needed is your response .

-Kate M c C l a r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TV news--a poor substitute
If typesetters for the Boston Globe and Herald
follow through with their threatened strike this
week, we may be forced to start watching tele-vision news.
The union voted Sunday to walk out. if contract
negotiations fail. Its members are concerned that
with increasing automation at the newspapers:
they could be out of work.
The Herald would be no great loss, and the
Globe has had its disappointing moments. But
even the Herald would be better than most of
what's televised in Boston.
Of the three stations, Channel 5 is the best bet.
Jack Hynes, Natalie Jacobsen, and Chet Curtis do
their best to keep the news straight,- and Chuck
Kraemer's off-beat reports are models of wit and
style.
Channel 7 runs a close second. The station has
come a long way from the days when it looked as
though it was broadcasting from a broom closet.

the
new
hampshire

Hiring John Henning away ·from Channel 5 and
getting Jack Cole on the rebound from 4 were two
of the biggest favors it could do for itself.
For some reason Channel 4 is still insisting that
it broadcasts news from 5:30 to 7 every night, but
opinion remains mixed. Some say it is a local version of Saturday Night's "Weekend Update."
Others call this an insult to Saturday Night.
Anchorman Jack Williams once flashed a slide
of two diplomats shaking hands and told viewers
that one politician had- Super Glue on his hands,
causing the two men to get stuck together.
Despite all that Channels 5 and 7 have to
recommend them, it's still TV. The first considerafion in TV news is not content but audience appeal. Ernest Heming·w ay probably could not find
an on-camera job today if he were not photogenic.
That's not really the medium's fault. There's an
early morning anchorman for WBZ who reads
copy as though the camera is about to attack him.
I stopped tuning in when I realized I wasn't really

Gory Longer
Dono Jennings
Cheryl Portoluppi
Kate McClore
Rosalie Davis
Tom Lynch
Faith Backus
Artlllmon
Kevin Lynds

Editor-in·Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editors
Sports Editor
Arts Editor
Photo Editor
Advertising Manager

listening to him, but counting the number ot times
he ducked his head.
Boston TV can be inadvertently entertaining.
There was the time Jack Cole got upset at a
decision to bump his news analysis in favor of a
chimney sweep feature. He told viewers he'd be
back "with more alleged news in a moment," and
was promptly suspended.
The reports on all three stations have a distinctly interpretive flavor that makes them more
analysis than hard news. Reporters like to tell us
they "can' t help feeling" some appropriate
emotion during fires and race riots. They may
have picked this up from the networks.
Network news has its own problems, not the
least of which is squeezing an entire day's news into a half hour. Barbara Walters is turning into
such a parody of herself that Gilda Radner needn't
bother.
We can only hope for successful negotiations
with the typesetters.

1

Letters----Blood drive

To the Editor:
UNH and Durham will soon have
Nancy Loeb
Ginny Moytum
Ed1forio l Assistant
much cause for celebration! When the
Barbaro Molone
Red Cross bloodmobile makes its
Cla ud io Ne smith
Louro Flynn
Reporters
annual September visit to the campus,
Lee Hunsa ke r
Durham Red Cross will process its
Kate Tully
Prod uctions Stoff ·
Greg Mclsa cc
50,000 pint since its entrance in the
Louro Locke
program !
Ka ren Friedma n
Produc tions Associa te
Gerry M ile s
Anne Lang lois
This "happening" will occur someJudi Paradis
Bre nda n DuBois
time from Sept. 25 through Sept. 28,
Keven Lynd s
Adverti sing Mana ger
Pou l Keegan
from 10 a .m. to 3 p.m. in the Memorial
BefhAlberl
Union Building.
In 1950, a dedicated administrator
Jim Corle
Ad verltsing Associa tes
Jerry Lor son
Photogra p hers
organized
the
Vermont-New
Gordon Colby
Jerry Na p les
Hampshire Red Cross Blood Program
George Schwartz
Mike Deutsch
Circul a tion Manager
to meet the needs of patients in the
Nick Novic k
Tom Varley
region, whether or not they were
Dianne Boutwell
Typists
Geo rge Ne wton
donors .
Jeoneffe Engle
This spirit and dedication were imCindy Heath
Bridge! Corr
Copy Editor
mediately captured and the great reCaren Feldstein
~ponse from UNH and Durham began
Sue Wessels
Bonnie Be thune
Copy Readers
m 1951. Thus a tradition was born in
Robin Van Norma n
Steve D'Alonzo
this small chapter.
Accounts Manage1
Marcella Wood
During the intervening years thanks
Vincent Plogenza
B1ll1ng Secretary
to the consistent support of the UNH
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - family and residents of Durham --

volunteers and donors alike - records
were set and records were broken.
There were many firsts and more
drives were scheduled.
Now in .its 27th year, this loyal
lea~ersh.ip in t~e bi-state program will
agam brmg pride to all those involved
as this outstanding achievement of
50,000 pints is reached.
Many themes have been adopted for
the pleasure of donors, but since this
will trul)'.' be a " golden harvest, " the
mood will be set by the ' 'Golden
Harvest Hoe-down. ''
Many activities are being planned
for these four days as we reach that
astounding figure. As blood drive
chairman, I ask you all - regulars and
newcomers -- to continue your leadership.
Make the final results of this first
drawing of the year a worthy tribute
to the past and an inspiring beginning
as the next college generation sees
its way to the 75,000th pint!
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross
Blood Drive Chairman
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Freshman
Camp
To the Editor:
In these days when the rip-off is
common, we'd like to commend and
thank an uncommon crew who give
of their time and talent to connect
with others. During the past year,
Kevin Mullen and Michele Boucher
have contributed hundreds of hours
serving as directors for Freshman
Camp. They have been assisted by a
six-member executive staff: Verena
Buonanno, Connie Mallon, Scott
Severance, Brett St. Clair, Nancy Veale
and Joe Violette.
The all-student staff has handled
everything from h11c;;inPss detaiJs like
renting camp grounds and hiring a cook
to the more difficult tasks of selecting
and training counselors. This year their
efforts yielded a resourceful program
held from Aug. 31 through Sept. 3
at Camp Marist in Center Ossipee.
In a casual and comfortable setting,
80 counselors cajoled, begged and
prodded 300 students into connecting
with each other, sharing their anxieties
and expectations about college life.
We enjoyed being part of a group of
55 faculty and staff members who
visited camp this past Saturday afternoon to meet the freshmen and answer
their questions about UNH.
Arriving for lunch, we were greeted
by enthusiastic and energetic freshmen who had formed a loud and happy
cheering section to earn passage into
the dining hall. Despite our ineptness
at learning new cheers and accompanying hand motions, we were scooted
from behind the roaring freshmen to
join those at the front of the lunch line.
Whether this was a lesson in hard
reality from the counselors to the
freshmen, concern for our ages or an
exercise in good manners, we were
pleased with the friendly welcome and
a shared meal. Even more impressive
were the many questions and interest
freshmen expressed about such varied

aspects of university life as traffic
control, school activities and academic
classes from freshman English to
physics. Our guides explained how this
year's camp programs revolved around
the theme of stresses, challenges and
problems freshmen . could 'expect ·.
during their first semester on campus.
Student counselors, many of whom
have attended Freshman Camp in past
years, were busy helping the freshmen
prepare themselves for college in an
atmosphere of friendship and support.
By riding together to Camp Marist,
we enjoyed still another benefit of
faculty and staff day; we came to
know each other and more about the
particular relationship each of us has
with freshmen. This seems but one
more spin-off of the energy ancf effort

the camp staff has expended to bring
together various groups of the university ·community. We think Freshman
Camp is a valuable experience, not
only for freshmen who get off to a
strong start in their college careers,
but also for all who will be working
with these students.
To the ~reshman Camp staff, thanks
for your mdustry, your invitation and
a rewarding afternoon.
Gig Griewank
Dean of Students Office
Kathleen Matthews
Freshman English Professor
Gail Olyha
Student Activities Office

Election
To the Editor:
The lead story of last Friday's The
New Hampshire outlined the financial cutbacks the University had to
make this year due to the lack of an increased budget. The article placed the
blame on the legislature, but let's not
forget that last year Governor Thomson vetoed the legislature's proposed
budget. The state was subsequently
forced to oper~te under c;t continui~g
resolution of the previous year s
budget. This year's budget was finally
adopted in special session (at a cost of

an additional $11,000 to the taxpayers)
at which Thomson let it be known that
any increase ·in the University's
budget would result in his veto.
Students can respond to Thomson's
neglect by getting involved in the fall
election. Last Friday Students for
Gallen met to organize. There will be
another meeting this Thursday which
will be announced in The New
Hampshire. Gallen can be elected,
but not without effort. I urge all those
interested in supporting a candidate
who gives priority to good education in
this state to attend.

If you are interested in: Photography
Journalism
Graphic Arts
Book Design
Illustration
Layout
Check us out!!
The Granite is the student
yearbook and needs your help.
There will be a general meeting
Wednesday night,- September 13,
at 7:30 in the Grafton Room of
the MUB.
*Paid positions still available*

Sue Leslie
34 Nichols Ave.
Newmarket
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James Montgomery
Rocks at Boulder Field
Saturday proved to be a perfect
early fall day for the James
Montgomery concert at Boulder
Field, sunny and not too hot.
Inspired by the weather, people
milled casually about or tossed
frisbees determinedly, despite a
suu breeze. Young puppies and
dogs dotted the landscape, adding to the generally folksy atmosphere.
The mood was tairly suoauea
during the opening act ''Face to
Face," and continued to be so
through the afternoon.
After a slight delay, Montgomery took the stage looking
trim and fit in bright green pants,
- pink shirt and sunglasses. His
immediate high energy level and
irresistible blues runs inspired
many in the crowd to get up and
dance through the show.
Montgomery has a real feel
for the St. Louis, Chicago and
Kansas City blues genre that has

recently become popular among
young, white, middle class listeners. Leaping and crouching to

to his improvisations.
Montgomery's teasing personality came through his stage

~;tance

"Montgomery's immediate high
energy level and irresistible blues runs
inspired many in the crowd
to

get up and dance through the show."

emphasize each lick is part of
Montgomery's appealing stylistic
approach.
The other members of the band,
including a pianist, bassist,
guitarist, and percussionist, were
rather controlled, providing
Montgomery with the fat and
heavy rolling needed to lend sub-

image when he noticed that some
of his beer-drinking fans were
being hassled by the police. He
began jeering the men in blue,
and even had some of the crowd
joining in the taunts with cheers
and raised fists. The police took
it all good-naturedly enough, and
the happy mood of the day was
not disturbed.

WUNH
WUNH will be starting its full regular fall semester's
programming schedule Saturday, September 16, with nearly 24hour daily broadcasting. Programming will be similar to that in
years past, with progressive rock during the day and late
evenings. A variety of specialty shows will occupy the early
evening hours.
These include classical music from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, jazz from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Sundays, and 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. Wednesday
and Friday. Bluegrass will return on Monday evenings from 8
p.m. to 10 p.m., followed by one of our three public affairs
programs.
A new specialty show will premier this Sunday from 10 p.m. to
midnight. featuring olciiPS , with plenty of information on the
greats of the 50s and early 60s.
King Biscuit is back, as is the request show on Saturday nights.
There is still much to be scheduled, so look in the WUNH
column information every Tuesday in the Arts and Entertainment section of The New Hampshire. The full program· guide
for this semester will be in circulation in two to three weeks.
WUNH offers a number of special features during the day including a Ride Board, Lost and Found information, and an
evening club and entertainment schedule covering the major
clubs in the area.
The student body president Randy Schroeder will be giving a
Student Government. update once a week to keep you informed
about its activities.
"L.P. Complete" will be a nightly feature at midnight. A m~w
album w11l be played in its entirety with no interruptions, save for
one to flip over the record. With record prices the way they are
these days, this gives you the opportunity to hear the whole
album, rather than just selected cuts, before you buy. There will
be a complete listing of the week's albums every Tuesday in this
column.
All UNH football games will be broadcast live every Saturday
afternoon, home or away. This Saturday's game at Central Connecticut will begin at 1:25 p.m.
WUNH is here to entertain, and inform the students, faculty,
and staff of UNH and nearby populace. Keep tuned.

By Dana A. Benson

arts&

entertaininent
Calendar
Tuesday, September 12
Hootenanny night at the Stone Church in Newmarket.
Plant Sale - Carroll-Belknap Room of the MUB from 10
am-5 pm. ·

Wednesday, September 13
Plant Sale - Carroll-Belknap Room of the MUB from 10
am-5 pm.
MUB Pub - Rick Bean, disco. 8 pm.
"Lunch at the Dump" - String band at the Stone Church in
Newmarket.

Thursday, September 14
Plant Sale - Carroll-Belknap Room of the MUB from 10
am-5 pm.
"Catch-22" - MUSO Film at 7 and 9:30 pm in the MUB.
MUB Pub- John Perrault, folk singer with Mike (Bullfrog)
Rogers on mouth harp, 8 pm.
"Lunch at the Dump" - String band at the Stone Church in
Newmarket.

''Got A Light?"
Just down the road from a Tudor-style Inn (rumored by
every adolescent in town to be a brothel,) is a dwarfed little
bar wedged between a health food store and a boutique.
The houseplants in the window gave the place a distinctly
domestic look, but belied the French bordello-like interior.
Crimson carpets. Mirrored walls. Wrought iron

grillwork.
The bar itself was black vinyl, well-padded for easy impact, I suppose. And the lights, which were red, were dim.
Otto and Bjorn, the bartenders, looked as if they might
have been butlers for the House of Usher.
Otto, a hybrid cross between Vincent Price and Boris
Karloff. And Bjorn, a stunted Lurch with circles under his
eyes the size of Keltie day-packs.
They must have gotten awfully punchy dealing with all
the preppies and Ive League types who patronized the place.
"Excuse, nie," I said, "may I have a light?"
"You vant a light?" Bjorn flashed his pocket flashlight in
my eyes.
"No, not that kind of light!" I said, glaring at him through,
a maze of dots.
"Oh, a light." He handed me a pack of Camel Lights.
"Noooo. A light." I waved a dollar in his face.
H flicked his Bic under my nose. "Liiiiight?"
"No!"
"Wrong brand?" He chucked a pack of Marlboro Lights
onto the bar. It skidded to rest by my elbow.
"No! Light! Light!" I pointed a finger into my open
mouth. "Glug, glug."
"Lowenbrau Light?"
"Not Lowenbrau, low-brow. Light. Light, as opposed
to ... "
"The absence of darkness, perhaps?" Otto glided over to
join the fray. He began placing sweaty bottles of beer on the
bar, one at a time. Miller Light, Michelob Light, and Lite.
"Pick your poison." He said.
"I don't care," I whimpered. "Whichever has the fewest
calories. That's all."
Otto twisted the lid off the Lite, slid it to me, then picked
up my soggy dollar.
Suddenly the lights came on in the bar. At least we all
knew what that meant.

@~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~~~~@~~~~;~;~~~~~;~;~;~=~=~~~;~~~;~~~;~;~=~=~;~=~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~mmm~;~;~;~;~~~;~;~;~m~~m~;~ .
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Crack! Mr. Hwang, a Martial
Arts Master from Korea split two
2" oak boards in one blow.
The force of the sixth degree
black belt's kick sent his whitesuited board holders reeling
backward, as the audience applauded.
Mr. Hwang's feat was one of
the highlights of the UNH TaeTwon-Do Karate Club's Demonstration last Friday night in the
Granite State Room of the MUB.
The exposition began with a
performance of their basic exercises by the present UNH karate
students, lead by Jeff Hennessey,
a club instructor.
The class then left the stage
and returned individually to do
hyungs. Hyungs are patterns of
movement designed to improve
coordination, muscle control, and
breathing. They involved kicks,
blocks, and strikes.
Black beit Norman Bates
narrated, as the Intermediate
students concluded the first
segment of the show with boardbreaking.
Then, the four UNH Club's
black belts came forward to
demonstrate their skills. Using
more advanced techniques, they
sparred with each other and
broke boards. The wobbly stage
sabotaged Jeff Hennessy's attempt to ·split two separate
groups of boards as he sailed over
the backs of crouching students.
Finally he succeeded in his difficult maneuver.
After the Black belts had
finished, Mr. Hwang, a short,
slight man, took the stage with
his assistant Laura.
In the Tae-Twon-Do system,
there are ten different degrees or
skill levels within the Black belt.
Mr. Hwang holds the Sixth
Degree and has been a member
of the Korean National Martial

Arts Demonstration Team, a
group which tours the world
staging exhibitions.
Tae-Twon-Do is a benevolent
self-defense philosophy designed
by monks in ancient Korea. As
Mr. ·Hwang stressed, the art is
never used for offensive purpose~. ..
•.•

ii · ~ •
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Ry Cooder's ''Jazz'':
Pure Americana
By Barbara Malone
Ry Cood~r's new album "Jazz"
proves to be his most ambitious
and accomplished effort to date.
Cooder presents us with a collection of works which capture much
of the activity surrounding the
development of jazz prior to Duke
Ellington and Louis Armstrong.
Most of the songs on the album
are of turn-of-the-century vintage. That was about the time
that black bands were just beginning to really forge ahead
musically in what had been a
predominantly white idiom.
By usjng the trombones :mn

distortion of the original sound as
provided by old recordings. This
factor, along with a contemporary musician's 1970s musical
sophistication,
affects
the
trueness with which he can
reproduce the sound of any older
idiom.
Still, Cooder overcomes these
difficulties and successfully
combines modern recording
techniques
with
careful
arrangements and an old-time
sensibility. Cooder achieves a
purity of style that would be hard
to match.
On the cut ''Shine,'' Cooder
noes;:} minstrelsy rendition of an

tubas found in parade music as
well as the march beat, black
musicians developed the lulling,
swinging rhythm which King
Oliver refined and turned into the
earliest of swing sounds.
On most of the cuts, that same
heavy march sound prevails, accompanied by the smoother
brought to Paul Whiteman's.
danc.e band with the sounds of his
ce banrl w1th ..ffie sounds of his
cornet.
This
sound
originally
developed in the time of the Old
South, when black slaves played
waltzes at balls held by the
wealthy slaveowners :" It is a turning point in America's musical
history and Cooder manages to
recapture that sound flawlessly.
Cooder also articulates cross
currents such as the .habaneira
beat and the Jelly Roll Morton
style, both of which relied heavily
on Mexican, Cuban and Hawaiian
influences.
To recapture a sound which is
only known through the poorest
quality recordings isno easy feat.
A modern musician's concept of
old styles is hamP,ered by the

old Joseph Spence traditional,
and manages to sound convincing
without ever being patronizing.
Some might argue that it is
patronizing for a white artist to
don "blackface" as it were, as
Cooder does on "Shine." Howevever, white musicians in America
(as well as British bluesmen and
rock n' rollers, "The Rolling
Stones" come to mind) have
always relied heavily on black
music' ans as sources for musical
ideas.
At th .•es Cooder's own favorite
idiom, the Hawaiin slide guitar,
finds its way suspiciously into
several of the songs. But owing to
its bluesy sound, his bottleneck
playing always works.
"Jazz" is truly a music buff's
collector's item, as it captures a·
sound that shaped one of the most
important, and some say the
only, original form of American ·
music: jazz. He perhaps does not
approach the mainstream sound
that Armstrong was perfecting,
but he does recall for us the important stylistic developments
occurring in turn of the century
American music.
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By Tom K. ·Ryan

Tumbleweeds
IT'S WITH A PEEP SENSE OF HLJMl/...ITY
THAT 11 HORATIO CLJRMlJV6-EON FRUMF; PO

~

OR 'THE:
SENATE,
LIUC7GE?

A SeAT IN -nfE U.S. CON6RESS!

33 Terminus of
19-Across ( 2 wds.)
35 Truthful
1 Shaw's "The Apple
38 Loud noise
5 Potato form
42 Like spoiled food
10 Military group
43 Imitated a banshee
member
44 Let
14 Construction member 45 Christie
( 2 wds.)
46 Sturm Orang
15 Ham it up
47 Santo 16 Concerning
51 Sot's sound
( 2 wds. )
52 Office note
17 Kipling's "Rikki54 Norse god (var.)
Tikki--"
55 Neither you 18 State flower of New 56 The Emerald Isle
Hampshire
57 Actor Nick 19 Chinese border
58 Harte or Maverick
river
59 High-speed planes
20 Boxing great
60 Bum 21 Dwindles, , as a
61 Sheriff Taylor
sup.JJlY (2 wds.)
DOWN
23 Prohibit
1 Fortress
24 Destined for
2 Seafood di sh
failure
3 Italian dish
26 Stair parts
4 Part of nn
28 Entangle·
5 Hoodwink
29 Geological epoch
6 " - the Mood for
( 2 wds.)
Love"
. 31 "Gone With the
7 Army officers
Wind" star
(abbr.)
32 Vi 11 ain
11

37

42
44
46

52
56

59
<O Edward Julius, 1978
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8 Common Latin
abbreviation
9 Very proper
10 station
11 Hungry ~
12 On the loose
(2 wds.)
13 Advice
21 Made double-sure
22 Wisconsi~ lake
25 Hungarians
27 Missouri city
29 Tonto's horse
30 Hauls
32 Some college food
34 Periods of
relaxation
35 Encyclopedia parts
36 Levelers
37 Let in again
39 Wind instrument
4~ Negated a layoff
41 Gluttony
43 Former New York
City mayor
-4,8 court
49 Inactive
50 Cager Archibald
53 Switch positions
55 League for
50-Down
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Dormitory
•
renovations
•
contIDue
DORMS,

I
I
I
I

.,I

For all students
interested in joining
the Pub Entertainmnet
Committee:

I
I
I

continued from page 1
longing to them."
According to Bianco, upgrading
the facilities will have a definite
effect on students' work. "The
manner in which they live effects
the manner in which they study,"
he said.
The idea of l'lenovation and
There-will be a committee
lounge plans was started by
former Vice President Treasurer
organization meeting Thursday
of the University System Norman
Myers, The Board of Trustees,
Sept. 21at1 :00 p.m. in
and the Dining and Residence
after
Advisory
Committee
the Hillsborough Room in the MUB
CongrevP. Hall's poor· ete triC'al
system was brought to the attention of University administrators
in the late 1960's.
Since 19'11, Congreve's doors
and locks have been replaced, 't========================================~
Hetzel's roof was repaired, Fairchild's roof and facade has been
repaire~ and new furniture has
beenputm~thequad.

. ........................~--~~~~~~~. . .

Future plans include the
University of New Hampshire Celebrity Series
modernization of the electrical ............- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -. . . . . . .. . .
· systems in the lower quad, Smith
Scott, Hetzel, Fairchild and Congreve Halls. Stoke's roof will be
· repaired, and Hitchcoc~ Randall,
Fairchild and possibly Stoke will '
receive new lounge fu.rniture.
"We've gotten to a point where
people say, 'when will it be our
dorm's turn?,' "Bianco said.
Assistant Director of Residential Life George Nagem said
"dorms have been running down
because there hasn't been the
money needed to improve them.
8 p~m., Monday, September 18
These renovations are having a
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center
positive effect on the University."
Because of the renovations,
Michael Rothwell plays Lewis Carroll in an intimate portrait of
dorms in the quad have been
the author of Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking
put in the same category as all
Glass. The solo performance, based on Carroll's diaries,
the dorms in Areas I and II,
letters,, and writings is "an exquisite study ... vivid, funny,
causing a raise in room fees
and movin . Tickets: $6
from $340 to $365.

I
t

Questions about studying and learning in college?
Can you use some help getting stnrted?

FRESHMEN STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOPS
Might be just what you need.
Area I Tuesday - Sept. 12 -Jessie Doe - 7 pm
Area II Wednesday - Sept. 13 - Devine - 7 pm
Area III Thursday - Sept. 14 - II uhbard - 7 pm

FREE Just bring a pencil
Sponsored by Dean of Students Office
and Residential Life.

~------------------------ _____ J

Bonnie Bell
COSMETIC SPECIAL

The World
of

Lewis
Carroll

20°/0

OFF

-Good thru Saturday, Sept. 16-

Revlon

Cover Girl

Care Pharmacy
Main St.
Durham

nowoffered at
lJNH
CaJ1:

Coty

Les Bowen, 862-1079

Hours
9·9
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Durh&Dl Mounted Police
getting ready to ride
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MOUNTIES.
continued from page 1
Ross said police have talked to about 50 UNH students and administrators and the general opinion is good. One person, he said,
objected because, "he didn't want to see horses used against
people as they are in Boston and New Y9rk. ''
But Ross said the horses will not be used in crowd control. The
purpose·of the program is to increase police patrol power and for
public relations.
A Cruiser· is restricted to patrolling roads, he said, and officers
on foot can onlv l!o so far in a short amount of time.
"We've had a lot of exp9sure cases and simple assaults in the
ravine area." said Ross. "We could provide better protection to
women in that area."
"Nobody ever pats a cruiser on the hood," he added. "But you
_often see someone stroking a horse's nose."
· Ros~ said mounted police have been well·received at Rutgers
l.Jniversity and at the University of Connecticut.
AL .fl.ULgers, ne sald, three women volunteered to replace
a laid-Off mounty' at no pay' to keep the program alive.
"UConn cannot count the thousands of dollars of free publicity (the mounty program) has brought in," he said.
Ross and Hanson took UNH's horse management and horsemanship course this summer to prepare themselves. Since Shiloh
arrived in Durham last Thursday, he said, they have been getting
him used to Durham.

BooK
LOS:T
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DONT BE IN THE DARK ABOUT THE BOOK LOR .f .WE ARE.THE
'UPSTAIRS' OF TOWN & CAMPU!.
WE ARE A FULL SERVICE BOOK & RECORD STORE I

**************
Books, records, prints, toys, games & the
largest selection of 1979 calenders in the area
open daily & Saturday 9-6
Thursday til 9
Sunday 11-5

CUZIN RICHARD

TEST YOUR

Entertainment Agency
Books tlie Best in Music!
!Rock
FolJ
Top40
Bluegras
Disco

The Muso Film Series
needs
2 projectionists for
the Thursday
and Sunday night
film series.
Apply at Rm. 148·
in the MUB.
No experience
necessary.

•• Tues., Wed.

•
•
•

help wanted
Educational Talent Search has positions
available for College Work-Study Students.
One involves outreach work contacting high

school guidance personnel and social service

agencies within New Hampshire to counsel
low-income students aboul post-secondary
educational opportunities. Training is pro.:'
vided. Graduate students or semors who
have a driver's license preferred. Transportation can be arranged. The other
involves 10-15 hours of office-based assistance
c_ontac_ting post-secondary admissions and
financial aid personnel and students via
telephone and mail: processing such applications: troubleshooting. Contact Marstia
Johns. Robinson House <862-15621 . 9/ 19

AMERICAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM
NEWSPAPER AO NO.
AES-77-877[A)-1 COL.

6:30 & 8:30

"LOVE STORY THAT IS ALWAYS NEW,"
starring
Olivia Hussey/ Leonard Whiting

I
I

Romeo & Juliet

I
I
I Thurs.

Sep~.14

only

I

6:30&8:30
''AN EPIC FANTASY Q}i' PEACE AND MAGIC"

•

W1ZARDS

I

I

• -•
• Jane Fonda
I
I

Jon Voight
in

~~~~~~~~~classified
DUPLEX UNIT $225/mo. for 2 or 3 persons.
includes water. steps from shopping center
and new public lit>rary. about 20 minutes
from campus. very clean. Call Leo 742-4134.
. 9/26

~ \~j Jhs~& The~(ou1d
- · & US Depaltnlrl cJ Con-merce

Sept.12-13

•

for rent

The American Economic System.
We should all learn more about it
f!WI r,.i"\ A ~ ser111Ce message cJ •

FRANKLIN
. THEATRE

•

(Economics Quotient>
Write for a free booklet.
"Economics:·
Pueblo . Colorado 81009.

436-8596

••

E.Q.

MOONLIGHTERS. Dover News has an early
morning home delivery route available.
NEWMi\RKET. LEE AREA. Excellent
money for a few hours work everv morning.
F'or more information call Mrs: LaFrance
at 7-12-1578 8 am-5pm Mon .-Fri. 9/22

Help Wanted: Waiters. waitresses. dishwasbers. bartenders. cashier for the Faculty
Center. Work Study and Cull time: Lunch
~~~ g~~~~~oon bar. Apply in person or call

2

Painters wanted full or part time. Good
pay. hard work. Call Jeff l-203-363-3170.9/26
GENERAL KITCHEN HELP. Full and part
time . positions available in comfortable.
creative restaurant environment. Contact:
Hal at HORSEFEATHERS 749-0483. 9/22

EARN$25

CASH. One day's work distrib¥!~~1f48~1.Yifl~ on campus. Contact Ben at
Part tirne Tieipwante<l - af- Wood stove
Shop. Apply at N.H. Stove Co .. routes 125
and 11 lA. Brentwood. N.H. 9/ 15

"Coming Home"

ads

$200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE MAILING CIRCULARS!! Materials supplied. Earn immediately! Send self-addressed stamped envelope. Homeworker. B427-6HN Troy
MT 59935. 9/19
'
Bartenders and waitresses apply in person
between 6 p.m .-7 p.m. Old Farm Pub 34
Locust St. Dover. N.H. Open 6 p.m.-1 a.m.
6 days. Sun. 6 p.m .-12 midmgh!. 9719
WANTED: PEOPLE TO READ for blind
students in the areas of natural science
and social science. $3.00-$3.50/hr. Work
study students preferred. Contact Len
Lamberti. Special Services. Robinson House
862-1562. 9/12

wanted
Piano wanted. in playing condition. 659-2887 .
9/12

Help! Looking for ride, to/from Nashua/
Milford area every weekend. Please help!
Will share expenses . Call Katy at 868-9789
or 2-2172. 9/19

services
Typing: Letters, Resumes. Theses. 20 years
experience. Call 742-2692. 9/29
GUITAR INSTRUCTION by experienced
profes~ional - ·Elementary to . Advanced Jazz, Classical, Folk, Rock Styles. Flat
n~:~~~a-bfe1 ~~1~t.~~~1-~f33_ w~aJ ,·unings IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $1.00 for
your 256-page, mail order catalog of Collegiate Research. 10.250 topics listed. PromP.t
Delivery. Box 25907-B. Los Angeles. Cahf.
90025. ( 213) 477-8226 . 9/22

rides needed
Need 'A1rkin~ space to rent. Call Tina Sereno
all. ourth Floor. Telephone : 2-1i:l6.

~;~;e

11-t1t •
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I
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Great'X' supporrs

the student body
.•.With Back-To-School Haircuts
That Accentuate Your Best
Subjects.

much a great haircut can
contribute to the body of a
student That's how we support
tne :>tuaent i:soay.

Get a headstart on the upcoming
school year. Look great before
the bell rings for your first class.

Learn how it feels to get your
head together... with your hair.

At . Great 'X', we know how

College IS expensive. You've worked hard to
get here and you're paying a lot of money to

prepare yourself for a career. With all that
investment in time and cash, why scrimp on
buying textbooks? They'll pay off every time
. . . for basic course information, details of
class notes, ready reference and exam
review.

From Great 'X'... the precision
haircutters.

.,.,~

L¥ECJil1~ill\S®
PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

Seven days a week at the Newington Mall
and the Mall of New Hampshire

lllll BOOKSTORE

Hewitt Hal
. 862-2141

A University owned non-profit facility
located on campus to serve you

Lunch, Libation
& Light Suppings
continuously carrying on from 11 o'clock
'til quarter to midnight

. ,~Q8EfEATttEQ8

In The Center of North Conway Village • 356-2687
& On The Upper Square, Dover, N.H. • 749-0483

---------classified a d s - - - - - - - - - - GUITAR LESSONS - Beginning fingerpicking
and flatpicking . Have taught 2 years in the
New Yorlt area . Call Barbara at 1168-9650.9/19
Tutor for calculus, physics, and general
math . Negotiable rates, easy going. Call
Tom Nelson. 659-5324 Sun-Wed. after 9,
Thur.-Sat. any time. 9/22
TYPING 65t/page. Call Carel). 659-2363. 9/19

for sale
FIVE SPEED 21 inch Schwinn Collegiant
for sale. Sturdy back baskets. Needs only
new headlamp. Has been overhauled. Modest
price for dependable bike in very good
condition. Call Will 868-5207. 9/ 12
Take care of all your furniture needs - Desks,
Beds, Mattresses , bureaus. lamps. kitchen
sets. living room sets. end taoles , much
more ... All at reasonable prices. Many nostalgic and old time things. Open Mon. Sat. 11 :30-5 :00. 436-1286 Waterbeds 'n Furniture downtown Portsmouth 163 lsling'ton St.
Near Robbins Auto . 9/ 26.
WATERBED - FALL STUDE NT Sl-'ECIAL
ONE TIME PRODUCTION. While they last !
Super Single C48" widel Complet e waterbed.
includes frame. pedestal heater with thermostat-control. liner and ref.air kit. Fully

F~f{an~~ct ~fL ;gr!~b'igs Ta0n~ 1 ~~g:si~~~~

availa ble. Water beds 'n Furn iture. downtown

Portsmouth near Robbins Auto 163 Islington
St. 436-1286i. open Mon.-Sat. 11 :30-5. 9/26.

cars for sale
1973 Capri V-6, 4 speed, AM-FM , decor
interior. 7 185/70-13 steel radials including
snows. Nice car, just inspected. 70,000 miles,
$1395. 942-8582. 9/29
1974 Chevy Van : 6 cyl. , standard, P .S.
Interior : insulated and completely finished .
Will sacrifice for wholesale $1925. Call
742-6288. 9/12
1971 BMW 2002. 85,000 miles, $1100 or best
offer. Call Skip, 868-5'182. 9/12
1971 Renault-16, 25-30 mpg, automatic, .oqe
owner, excellent maintenance, Michelins,
FWD, recent 90,000 mi check Ctuning, brakes,
antifreeze, etc l $759 or B.O. 868-5027. 9/12

For Sale - '73 Datsun 1200 coupe, 56,000
miles. 33 mP.g, $1850. Also '66 l<armann
Ghia convertible. top condition. 40.000 miles
on rebuilt engine, just inspected. needs
no repairs. 25 mpg, $600. Call 742-2975. 9/ 12
1973 GMC Van;--6 cyC std .. r~M m:frack,
insulated, carpeted. new brakes. new paint.
$2500.00. 742-2439. 9/ 15
For Sale : Yamaha 350 RD . Runsgreat ,
~~~ti~~l~i ~sking $350.00. C~ll 742-8794, ask

1

Motorcycle - Honda Trail 90, 3400 niITes,
excellent condition. $200 or best offer_. Office
2-2726, home 749-2098. 9/12
'68 VW Bug : Just recently inspected. Included
are new 6rake shoes, two new tires, snow
tires 1 and a tune-up. The engine is in good
running condition. Ask for John before 6
p.m. $550. 9/15

HONDA 360 CB. Must sell. 4087 mi. $525
or best offer. Call 862-1300 or 8 Strafford
Ave. Ask for Bob. 9/22
FOR SALE : 1971 MGB. Engine and body
in excellent condition. Have to sell. Call
431-4278 after 6 p.m . or 225-3556 daytime.9/26
Kawaski 900 cc. 1975, custom paint, very
fast. Excellent condition, $1600, John B.
868-9831. 9/19
1970 Cutlass, 2 door power steering, air
conditioning, looks good and runs good.
$750, 659-2002. 9/15

lost ..
If anyone found a meal ticket between
Stoke and downtown last weekend PLEASE
return it to Stillings Dining Hall. It ~osts
$20.00 to replace-I may never eat again.
Thankyou. 9112

found
Found : A pair of glasses in the Admissions
Office. Stop by to pick them up ·---~-

personals
My not yet roommate from Seattle; Mark,
get in touch with me. Leave message at
868-2800. M.J . 9/12
Sandra going to San 1''rancisco in Mav
v1·a Tuscon. I lost vour phone number,
p ease call me back, 868-7143-Tucson.9/12
Welcome back ladies! You are invited to
Ladies Tea at SAE. Refreshments and
~~~~ you there Thursday Sept. 14

gNi

Meg - you made it all the way to Florida
last semester but not quite as far as
Pulaski Drive. All is forgiven . Rain checks
now redeemable at 78 Third St., Dover
or 742-5018. Frank. 9/12
The New Hampshire Federation of Garden
Clubs is offering two $250.00 scholarships
to be presented in October 1978.
Scholarships are made available semiannually to Junior[ Senior, or Graduate
Students in the Pant Science program ,
Forestry, or related program . One $250.00
award will be granted fo each program .
The recipient must be a New Hampshire
resident, academically sound, of good
character and leadership ability .
Ap~lications are now available at Dean
Rich s office in Taylor Hall . The return
date for applications 1s October 13, 1978.9/ 12
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STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVES
for
MEMORIAL UNION
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Positions available:
Area I Representative
Area II Representative
SAT Representative
Non-SAT Representative
Graduate Representative

The Memorial Union Board of Governors
is the policy making body for the Memorial Union/Student Activities. Terms of
office are for three semesters. The Board
has 15 members; 2 PAT staff, 1 faculty, 1
operating staff, 9 undergraduate students,
1 alumnus, and 1 graduate student.
Interested students should submit a statement of interest, including name, address,
class, position interested in, and phone
number to:

Stephanie Berg, Room 322
Memorial Union Building
by September 20. All applicants will be
screened by the appropriate undergraduate
Student Council/Committee prior to
recommending candidates to the Board of
Governors for approval.
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Crusaders slay Wildcats
FOOTBALL,
continued from page 20
some first-half shakiness to take
charge of the offense. Wholley
completed seven of 13 passes in
the second half and moved the
ball with the same confidence
exhibited by Jeff Allen last year.
Wholley also showed he can run
with the football, gaining 22 yards
on the ground.
Who would catch Wholley's
passes was a pre-season concern
of Bowes', but Romano, flanker
Dave Loehle and split end Tim
Bensen all made some good
grabs, combining for a total of 98
yards.
George Cappadona. however,
made the pass-catching play of
the game. The senior tailback
took a screen toss from Wholley
early in the fourth quarter at
UNH's 28-yard line, rambled up
the right sideline and appeared
to be snowed under a group of
purple shirts at midfield. Somehow Cappadona emerged alone
from the mess and sprinted down
the sideline for a 72-yard touchdown play that left the Crusader
following sat in silent disbelief.
That score was the second consecutive touchdown for the Wild-

cats, who trailed at the end of lem for Bowes, starter Mike
a tentatively-played first half, 7-0. Halligan sustained a hip pointer
At the start of the second half, against HC. His status is uncerhowever, UNH went out and . ta in ... Speaking of defensive end,
marched the football 42 yards in Doug Gray, recovering from a
nine .plays for the tying touch- broken thumb, did not start but
down. The steady mix of running played quite a · bit...Co-captain
and passing plays culminated in Mike Marchese had to be helped
a third-and-goal hand-off to off the field after one particularly
Coleman, who was hit at the line brutal blow to the head left him
and fumbled the ball to Romano with a concussion .. .Bill Coleman
alternated with Tom Delozier and
in the end zone.
Though the offense was a con- George Cappadona at tailback
cern of Bowes' before the game, and appeared to be healthy ...
he was more worried about de- Steve Wholley's thumb is still
fense and the special team slip-up bothering him, though you
that led to Holy Cross's second wouldn 't . have known it by his
passing performance. It was
touchdown--an 86-yard kick-off
return by Bob Doherty to bring bumped on one of the last plays
of the game, however, and had to
the Cross to within one, 14-13.
··our numl>er one defensive untt be bandaggtj ... Dofom:ivo .:;tcgave up 13 points, which isn't bad, colades for UNH have to be
but we can do much better, " said awarded to junior linebacker
Greg Donahue for his endless
Bowes.
pursuit and tackling contribuWildcat Notes-Injuries con- tions ... Terry Schrepfer, and Tim
Confrey recovered fumbles and
tinue to plague the Wildcats,
especially hard-luck offensive Marchese haci .a k~y interceptiOf!
tackle Paul Kelly, who separated deep in UNff territory ... Place
his shoulder in Saturday's game. Kicker Art Illman broke a UNH
Mononucleosis in 1975 and a series record for consecutive extra
of leg injuries last year kept him points with 30. Dave Teggart had
from playing both.years and he 29 in 1974 ... The Wildcats haven't
was finally healthy enough to start lost their first game of the season
against Holy Cross ... As if defen- since 1973 when they were shut
sive end wasn't enough of a prob- out by Holy Cross, 31-0.

The UNH football team is developing its o.,.. crew of walking
wounded. Here, co-captain Mike Marchese is helped off the
field after suffering a concussion against Holy Cross. <Tom
Lynch photo)

SPORT SHORTS
Peters resigns posts
Dwight Peters, head tennis coach and assistant basketball
coach at UNH, has announced his resignation effective at the
end of the tennis season.
Peters is leaving UNH to become a manufacturer's representative for an automotive parts firm.
A native of Plymouth Meeting, Pa., Peters was a secondteam all-Yankee Conferen._ce basketball player for the Wildcats
in his junior year. He graduated from UNH in 1972.'
Peters joined head basketball coach Gerry Friel's staff six
years ago, coaching the junior varsity team for four years.
His men's tennis team has won the Yankee Conference championship for the past two seasons.
"I'm sorry to lose him," said Friel. "I rate him second
to none as far as basketball knowledge and ability to communicate with the players are concerned."
Friel said he hopes to select a new assistant before the
start of basketball practice in October.

Wrestlers' ineeting
All men who are interested in trying out for the UNH varsity

wrestling team should attend a meeting on Thursday at 7 pm in
UNH linebacker Greg Donahue wants part of Crusader quarterback Peter Colom-ho's je!"sey as.
a souvenir as he brings him down during Saturday's game. Tim Confrey (60) and defensive end
Doug Gray move in to help out. (Gerry Miles photo)

New runners boost
women harriers
By Gary_ Crossan

'1'he bigquestion last ,year was
'if.' It was their rookie season. It
was, in fact, the first time a team
had ever been fielded. Expectations were not high, but they
were there. First year coach
Jean Roberts, a former Australia
Olympian, took the handful of
those who had faith , and guided
them through their first full
schedule.
The results were not impressive - one win and one draw
against a string of losses - but
UNH women's crosscountry had
made its mark. The team was
here to stay.
This year the question is
'when.' Stocked with mostly New
Hampshire talent, the 1978 squad
returns for its sophomore debut
stronger, faster and with crucial
racing experience.
.
Last year's number two and
three women, Joanne Paviglio
and Laurie Munson, are back.
' 'Joanne was our second best
two miler last spring," said
Roberts . " Laurie and Kerry
Conroy <last winter's top indoor
two miler> have been putting in
50-55 miles a week this summer
and are rpuch stronger .' '
Also out t hi s fa ll is junior two-

mile record holder Linda
Schneider. A veteran of last
years nationally-ranked gymnastics team, Schneider has turned her .full energies to running.
Among her efforts this past
summer was the NEAA U
women's 15 kilometer championship and a third place finish in the
women's division in the Mt.
Washington auto road race.
t
Another important addition is
freshman Beth Clark of Concord,
N.H. Runner-up in the state high
school crosscountry meet, Clark
was one of the top high schoolers
in New England last year. The
most promising newcomer, she
looks to be one of the key members on this year's team.
Add 880 and mile record-holder
Maureen Carter, University of
Vermont transfer Kathy Hogdon
and former Middlebury skier
Pam Richardson and this fall
looks very interesting indeed.
"I think we'll raise some eyebrows, " said Coach Roberts .
"The other teams have also improved but ours has been a bit
more accelerated. "
· The women harriers open their
season Sept. 20 with a home meet
against .Bates. and Bowdoin at
4:00 p.m .

I

Room 39 in the Field House.
If you are unable to attend, contact coach Irv Hess at the Field
House (2-1850) or captain Bob MacNally room 613 of Christensen
Hall .

cat stats I
Scoring

BC, 19-14
Score by Quarters
New Hampshire
Holy Cross

1234Final
14
19

0 0 7 7
0 7 0 12

SCORING SUMMARY:
HC·Ewald 15 run (McGovern kick) 10:53
NH-Romano fumble recovery in end zone (lllman kick) 7:13
NH-Cappadona 72 screen pass from Wholley (lllman kick) 2:32
HC-Doherty 86 kickoff return (kick failed) 2:44
HC-Doherty 5 run (run fail~d) 4:45

Team stats
UNH
First Downs.... . . . .... .. . . . .. . . ... .
Rushing.. .... ... . . . . . .... .. .....
Passing................... ... .. .
Penalty. ... .. ... . .... ... .. ... ...
Rushing Attempts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Yards Rushing. . .. .. .... . . . ....... .
Yards Passing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Passes Attempted.............. .
Passes Completed......... . ....
Had Intercepted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total Net Yards. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fumbles: Number-Lost. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Penalties: Number-Yards.... . .....
Interceptions: Number-Yards......
Number of Punts-Yards....... . ....
Average. ... .... . ... .. . .. .......
Turnovers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Time of Possession............ . . .. .

13
5
8
0
35
128
181
21
10
1
309
5-2
6-80
1-15
6-172
28.7
1-3-0
27:20

HC
20
11

5
4
60

203
126
19
11
1

329
5-2
3-25
1-11

6-202
33.7
0-2-1
32:40
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Crusaders make believers out of Wildcats
Colombo leads Cross
to 19-14 victory
easily wnp thp thin~ "
Their chances came--suddenly,
They could have won it in the
and unmistakably marked.
fourth quarter after Terry
Then their chances vanished-- Schrepfer partially blocked an
swept away by the Purple Gang extra point attempt to keep UNH
a_nd by fortune its.elf.
' clinging to a 14-13 lead, but a
First the Purple Gang. Holy crunching tackle by the aptlyCross held onto the ball for 23 named Matasavage jarred the
more offensive plays than UNH ball loose from the grips of Billy
during the Crusaders' 19-14 vie- Coleman, giving Holy Cross postory Saturday afternoon in Wor- session on the Wildcat 40. The
cester.
Crusaders scored with the help
cu-favtain craJg c errentam ol a 15-yard facemask penalty
slipped his thin 6'4" frame through to create the final score (the twothe Wildcat secondary time and point conversion failed).
again to snare Peter Colombo
They coula have won it with a
passes (six receptions for _73 minute and a half left in the game
yards) , complementing the run- when quarterback Steve Wholley
ning of Brian Doherty and Larry moved the team from its own four
Ewald, who fOmbined for 126 down to the HC 41. But tight
yards.
end Doug Romano, who had
Meanwhile, HC's kicking game made several outstanding catches
kept UNH deep in its own ter- in heavy traffic earlier in the :
ritory in sev~ral key situations game, couldn't hang onto a perand 6'7" , 240 lb. Paul Matasavage feet Wholley pass on a crucial
and the rest of the Crusaders' fourth down and seven play and
hulking front four held the Wild- New Hampshire's last possession
cats' running attack to 128 yards went for naught.
as a team, 38 less than a guy
They even had a chance to pull
named Bill Burnham gained in it out with less than a minute
one quarter of play last October.
to play when Holy Cross was
Fortune, however, was a more forced to punt in its own territory.
frustrating opponent for the Wild- A 15-yard personal foul penalty,
cats, who lost to the host Cru- however, gave the Crusaders a
saders, 19-14. Simple early-season first down and the ball game.
"I would be very concerned if
mistakes--fumbles, interceptions
and penalties--made the contest we hadn't been able to move the
"a game of breaks," as Cross football," said UNH head coach
head coach Neil Wheelwright put Bill Bowes. "But that wasn't the
it. "New Hampshire could have case. We made some critical mis-

:By.Paul Keegan

l'§ Danii -Jennings lfiffjff~~~~~~Immr

Jekyll and Hyde
go to Fitton Field
An analysis of Saturday's football game belongs in
Sigmund Freud's casebook instead of on the sports pages.
UNH's offense displayed a classic case of split personality
against Holy Cross, a perfect Jekyll and Hyde performance.
The Crusaders dominated UNH's offense in the first half,
allowing the Cat's a mere 81 total yards. UNH quarterback
Steve Wholley looked unconfident and his passing showed
it. In the opening half, he completed three of eight passes
for 25 yards . He was intercepted once.
But in the second half, Whalley came out and played
like he had read a self-help manual during halftime. He
exuded confidence, directing the UNH offel\se to two touchdowns and 228 total yards. He threw well and without
hesitation and made key rushes, when forced to run, completed 7 out of 13 passes for 166 yards. One of his p.asses
went for a touchdown.
"We're talking about a quarterback (Whalley) who before
today had only started one game," said UNH head coach
Bill Bowes. "He was a little shaky in the first half but
I was happy the way he came back in the second half."
Both teams played tentative football in the first half.
They were like a couple on a blind date. Each groped to
set a to(le for the game. It was like their football senses
had been dulled.
The Wildcats' offense was sharper in the second half,
but first half traits led to the team's loss.
Holy Cross had pulled to within one of UNH with
about 12 minutes to go in the game.
UNH looked ready to march down the field for another
score. Whalley, looking poised, led the team out. Ironically,
a good heads up play by him led to a UNH fumble.
On second down, Whalley wanted to pitch out to one
of his backs. The Cross line broke through quickly and
hit Whalley, but instead of taking the loss, the falling
Whalley alertly pitched the ball to Bill Coleman.
Coleman made a couple of nice moves, but then was
crunched by Holy Cross lineman Paul Matasavage, who
caused and recovered the fumble .
Six plays later, Holy Cross scored a touchdown and
went ahead for good, 19-14.
Yes, the UNH offense definitely experienced a case of
collective schizophrenia Saturday and in the end, like Jekyll
and Hyde, the team failed despite flashes of brilliance.

Holy Cross's Peter George takes Wildcat tight end Doug Romano for a rough ride during Saturday's game in Worcester. The Crusaders dealt UNH its first opening day defeat since 1973.
(George Newton photo)
takes that hurt us. But there were
some things that I had to be
pleased with."
One of those things was the
play of Wholley. who survived
FOOTBALL page 19
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-:Runnel-s-100k
By Gerry Miles
Graduation is one of the best
times of the year for seniors, and
one of the worst for coaches as
they watch their talented athletes
walk out into the cold, cruel
world. But this fall UNH crosscountry coach John Copeland is
smiling, and with good reason, as
only one senior from last year's
team was graduated, and with
seven returning lettermen that
are in better condition now than a
year ago, Copeland has plenty to
smile about.

sports

strong despite loss

Philo Pappas all ran indoor and
outdoor track last year, but this
will be their first season on the
cross country team,joining freshmen Pat Jackson, Chris Riesberg, and Jeff Harshman.
Gary Crossan, an excellent
runner m past years will not participate this year, as he's working
and taking courses on a part-time
basis.
"We'll miss George (Reed) and
Gary upfront," said Copeland,
"they were our one-two punch. But
I feel that we have Avery uniform
group this year.''

Returning from last year
are Mark Berman, George Junior, Bill Finsthwaip, Peter Foley,
Evidence of that was last
Barry. Reinhold, Ed Robinson, Saturday in a tri-meet at UConn
and Mike St. Laurent.
when the Cats placed five runGuy Stearns, Tim Dean, and ners within one minute of each

other. The Huskies placed first
with 28, Holy Cross was second
with 42, and UNH third with 60.
But Copeland was not
dismayed. "Anytime that you
can place five men within a minute of each other, that's excellent. Last year we had runners
more than one minute apart. "
There is still alot of work to do
according to Copeland, but if they
can continue to progress at this
rate, only better results can be
achieved.
"Speedwise, I wasn't happy
with our mile times," said
Copeland. "But for the group I'm
happy."
The Wildcats will try to even
their record when they host Vermont in a dual meet this Saturday.

Hooters kick off against BU
Ry Lee Hunsaker
After playing for three weeks
on soft grass and in broad
daylight, UNH's soccer Wildcats
will inaugurate their season
tomorrow in a night time encounter with Boston University on the
hard artificial surface of Nickerson Field. Game time is 8 p..m.
Just what effect will the
unusual conditions present to the
Wildcats?
According to first-year UNH
coach Bob Kullen, the Cats will
start by practicing tonight under
the lights on the upper lacrosse
field with sneakers on instead of
cleats.
"We're also going down early
(tomorrow)," said Kullen, "to
try and get some practice on the
field so we can get a feel of it."
Last year the Wildcats drubbed
the Terriers 1-0 at UNH on a
second-half goal by then cocaptain Scott Davis. Following
that loss, BU went on to have a··
very successful season. winning
10 of their last 11 games.
UNH, however, went in the opposite direction. losing 12 of their

next 14 games, ending the season
on a eight game losing streak.
Whether the Wildcats continue
that streak will depend a lot on
the play of goalie Gordon Tuttle
and of the offense's ability to
score.
Kullen described Tuttle as a
"dedicated worker. He deserves
everything he gets." Last year, .
though sporting the highest goals
against average of any Yankee
Conference goalie, Tuttle handled more shots and made more
saves than anyone else. His experience will undoubtedly come
in handy this season.
UNH's offensive success could
depend greatly on the play of
halfbacks Dick Kiernan, John
Czajkowski and fullback Patrick
Udeh. In the two scrimmages last
week (a 4-0 win over Bowdoin and
a 10-0 mauling of New England
College) all three displayed exceptional ball control in headmanning offensive drives. They
could be the key to a UNH victory
tomorrow.
Up front for the Wildcats \Yill
be right winger Said Merimadi,

center forward Mike Cloutier,
and left wing Jack Edwards.
Joining Czajkowski (right half)
and Kiernan (center half) will be
sophomore Dave Douglas at left
half. Udeh will be at point fullback, just in front of fullbacks
Larry Westlake, Sam Welch and
John Vreelanq, a letterman from
two years ago who, like Edwards,
sat out last season.
Since last year's fine showing,
BU has concentrated on building
its soccer program and, according to Kullen, has done a "considerable amount of recruiting ."
So possibly, the main stratPPv
for UNH tomorrow will be a s_l!f..prise, trying to catch BU off
guard. After such a successful
season last year, the Terriers
could look too much at UNH's
year-old disaster and not enough
at this year's team; a potential
YC contender.
Or, on the other hand, it might
be as Kullen put it, "I'm hoping
they're <BU) worrying more
about us than we are about
them."
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Report of the

Student Governance Task Force

Members: Chairman Wayne Ferguson, Dorothy Driver, Ken Cossingham, D~vid Livermore, Matthew Slater.
INTRODUCTION

The dissolution of the University Senate in April of 1977 reorganize
university governance at the University of ~ew ~ampshire. Until th~t ti~e,
Student Government had drawn its authority directly from the University
Senate. With the dissolution of that came a need to redefine the role and
authority of student governance. It was for this purpose that the las~ For.ce
on Student Governance was sanctioned in May of that year by University
President, Eugene Mills.
The report enclosed represents the final. product ~f T~sk Force
deliberations. Serious efforts were made to solicit appropriate input from
those groups involved. Much time was spent discussing general go~ls 0 ~ a
governance system taking into account the unique ~eeds of a university
community. The result of these efforts constitute the enclosed

the different facets of the governance structure. He-she shall also have the
ultimate responsibility to insure the proper functioning of the entire
governance system. He-she shall approve all constitutional changes jointly
with the individual councils.
The Student Body President shall be responsible for the formulation and
submission of the student government budget.
The Student Body President shall appoint the chairperson of the Bureau of
the Budget in May to assume office in September.
In the absence of the Student Body President, the Executive
Vice-President shall assume all authority and responsibilities of the
Student Body President.
The Executive Vice-President shall have the authority to reoresent the
Student Body President and Student Government as directed by the
Student Body President.
,

Vice-President of Student Affairs. Each shall make
recommendations and forward the report to the University Presid?nt,

The Executive Vice-President shall be responsrble for all
assignments delegated to him-her by the Student Body President.

Eugene Mills, for final review and action: Timetable guidelines call for final
1978
action to be taken by Qc!oJ:>er _l ,_
·
PHILOSOPHY
Throughout a year-long process of deliberation and discussion by Tas.k
Force, an important theme continually emerged. If a governance system is
to enjoy any significant amount of authori!Y or influence, it must ~ct
responsibly. Regardless of delegate~ authority, onl~ a g_o~ernment w.htch
proves able to continually discharge its role responsibly, will be effective.
Responsible governance is a pre-requisite to effective governance.
As a result, the goal of the Task Force became the design of a stud-=:nt
governance which could be as responsible and responsive to the communi~y
as possible. Without doubt, limits exist as to the extent a structure alone is
able to promote responsibility. All efforts are designed to maximize
responsible stud~nt governance.
.
Throughout its deliberations, the Task .Force w~rk~ on the b~~ts o_f t~o
important assumptions. First, students en1oy a baste right to part1c1pat10.n tn
university governance. The dissolution of the ~nive.rsity Senate emphastz?d
not only that faculty should dominate Acad~~tc policy, but o~her areas e;><tst
in which students retain the rig~t to parhctpate and exercise appr~pnate
authority. The charge of the Task Force was to formulate recommendations
which define such areas of authority.
Secondly, it is a deeply held belief of the Task Force that students are very
capable and competent to assume responsibility. The present efforts of
several student groups and numerous individua.ls clearlx de"!"onstrate the
ability of students to accept significant responsibility and authority within
the university policy structure. Thus, the role of the Task Force b~~ame ~o
maxi_
m ize the opportunities available to these students to utilize this
capability.
On the basis of these assumptions as well as the need for a structure
which encouraged responsibility, the Task Force formulated its
recommendations. The goal to establish a responsible government was
imperative. Three qualities were identified as important in the development
of such a system.
A governance structure should encourage the de.velop~ent of a
significant student ~xpertise. For example, many areas tn which students
shall be involved have operating budgets of several million dollars. Al~o.
each facet of the proposed system shall deal with the concerns of several
thousand students. Extensive knowledge is necessary for policy forr:nulation
within such an organization. It students are to be able to discharge

In any governance structure, t~::!~:~l~eed for a leading figure, a person
who stands out from the structure itself and can be representative of all
students. This is especially important in the proposed structure as authority
has been delegated to five separate bodies. It will be the primary role of the
Student Body President to oversee the functioning of these bodies and to
insure that the needs and desires of the student body are met. It is also
necessary that there be effective communication and coordination between
the different bodies. The Student Body President, in the role of chairperson
of the Executive Council, shall insure this communication.
The role of the Student Body President has been sufficiently expanded to
warrant the addition of an Executive Vice-President. He-she will allow the
Student Body President to concentrate on these areas most appropriate by
sharing delegated responsi~ility. This person would be authorized to ·
represent or replace the Student Body President in the event of his-her
absence. This is important within the proposed structure as the Executive
Vice-President will be elected in the same manner as the Student Body
President and therefore shall derive the same legitimacy.
PRESIDENTIAL STAFF
, Structure
The Presidential Staff shall be comprised of the Public Information Center
staff, the Treasurer, the Personnel Officer, and the secretary. These people
shall serve at the discretion of:the Student Body President.
Authorl~y and Reaponal\llltlea
. The Public Information Cef'ter shall consist of two positions. An off
campus information officer who shall coordinate off-campus publicity, and
an on-campus information offi~er who shall coordinate on-campus publicity.
The Treasurer shall be responsible for the Student Government Budget
and shall ciid the Student Body President in formulating his-her annual
budget for submission to the Board of Delegates.
The Personnel Officer shall be responsible for maintaining an updated
catalogue of openings within the governance system. He-she shall
coordinate the search for students to fill any vacancies with the government
system.
The Secretary shall be responsible for all Presidential communications
and for minutes of the Executive Committee and the Public Forum. The
Secretary shall also be responsible for maintenance of a filing system to
contain all records of all the Councils, the Executive Committee and the
Public Forum.
; Ratlonale

d
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responsibly authority delegated to them, a significant student expertise

special

It is essential to maintain a staff that can handle all administrative

must be encouraged.
Continuity within a governance encourages responsibility. Responsible
participation in governance demands a continuity of membership and
policy. Student expe~is.e can be continually maintained. within a structure
by allowing transm1ss1on to future members. To this end, staggered
membership terms are included in the proposed structure wh~re
appropriate. This encourages the development of a nec?ssary
understanding of an organization's long-range development and history.
The development of such a broad perspective is mandatory in the
maintenance of responsible governance and effective participation by
students.
Finally, in order to be effective, participants in student .governance must
be proactive. An ideal governance structure is able to anticipate areas of
future conflict before problems develop. It was a goal of the Task Force to
design a system in which students would be involved in the actual
formulation of university policy instead of offering a reaction after its
implementation. This encourages an expectation throughout the university
that student governance will be a credible and proactive organization. To
encourage proactive participation encourages effective governance.
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT
Structure
The Student Body President and the Executive Vice-President shall be
jointly elected on a single ticket by the student body.
Elections shall be held the first week of November. and a one-year term of
office will begin January 1.
_
lblll I
Authority and Respons
t es

functions of the system. The Presidential Staff is established to
accommodate this need.
The Public Information Center will coordinate the advertising campaigns
that are necessary to keep the student body well informed. This will
promote the visibility of the goverhance system.
The position of treasurer is necessary in order to maintain accurate
records of all expenditures and incomes.
The goal of the Personnel Office is to provide access to the governance
for the greatest number of students. The Personnel Office will actively
recruit students when necessary. This will provide any interested student
the opportunity to become involved. Approachability of the system is
insured. Student interest exists. The challenge is to encourage students to
participate in his-her area of tnterest.
The position of Secretary will allow the governance system to develop its
structural efficiency.
The main.t enance of clear and concise records is important for a
governance system. These records serve as an important resource to
improve the efficiency of its functioning.
EXECUTIVE COMMlnEE
Structure
The Executive Committee shall be composed of the Student Body
President, the Executive Vice-President, and the Vice-Presidents of
Residential life, Commuter Affairs, Academic Affairs, Board of Delegates,
and Budget and Administration. The Committee shall meet at the discretion
of the Student Body President who shall act as the chairperson of the
Executive Committee.
Authority and Reaponal\llltlea

The Student Bodr President shall have the authority to represent the
student body in al areas of student concern. .
.
.
.
The Student Body President shall appoint the V1ce-Pres1dent of Res1dent1al
life, Commuter Affairs, Academic Affairs, Budget and Administration and
the Board of Delegates.
.
.
The . Student Body President shall act as chairperson of the Executive
Counci I.
The Student Body President shall be responsible for appointing the
P~esidential Staff.
The Student Body President shall be responsible for the coordination of

The Executive Committee shall serve as a communication link between
the different facets of the governance structure.
It shall be the responsibility of the Executive Committee to define and
clarify all conflicting jurisdictions experienced by the five governance
bodies.
It shall be the responsibility of the Executive Committee to refer issues as

deemed appropriate.
Ratlonale
Comm!-mication is of utmost importance in running an effective, efficient,
and strong government. To this end the Executive Committee is established
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PAGE2A
to provide the easiest and most direct lines of communication within the
government. ·
These are necessary to encourage efficient coordination, insure that
student government leaders are well-informed, and provide the greatest
opportunity for sharing ideas.
BOARD OF DELEGATES
Structure
The Board of Delegates shall be comprised of twenty-two undergraduate
students. The Student Body President shall select one member from. the
Board of Deleaates to serve as Vice-President. The Board of Deleaates 1s to
have ten elected delegates from the Residential areas, ten elected
commuter delegates, and two elected delegates from the Greek System.
The ten residential delegates will include three students elected from each
residential area and one delegate who shall be the candidate who receives
the largest number of votes but does not gain a seat in his-her area. The ten
commuter delegates will include two delegates from Dover, two from
Newmarket, two from Durham, two from Portsmouth, and two delegates at
large. Any commuter student will have the ability to vote for any three
delegates. The two delegates from the Greek System. shall in~l~de ~ne
student from a sorority and one student from a fraternity. Spec1f1c voting
procedures will be established by the Board of Delegates.
The Board of Delegates shall contain four standing committees. The
Budgetary Hearing Committee _shall ~onsi~t of ~ine del~gates. The Legal
Services, Health Services, and the Financial Aid committees shall each
consist of our delegates and as many non-delegates as the committee
deems necessary. One delegate shall serve as a member of the MUB Board
of Governors.
·
The Bureau of the Budget shall serve as a financial advisor to the Board of
Delegates and the Budgetary Hearing Com~ittee.
Authority and Respon1lbllltle1
The Vice-President of the Board of Delegates shall act as Chairperson of
the Board of Delegates and the Budgetary Hearing Committee. He-she shall '
appoint all other chairpersons and members of standing committees of the
Board of Delegates and any ad hoc committee that the Board may create.
The Vice-President of the Board of Delegates will be responsible for
facilitating communication between the Executive Council, the Student Body
President, and the Board of Delegates.
Each Delegate will be resronsible for participating on one of the standing
committees of the Board o Delegates and on ad hoc committees that the
Board creates. He-she will also be responsible for communicating with hisher respective constituents. ·
The Board of Delegates shall be responsible for all actions which are
taken in the area of Legal Services, Student Activities Tax (SAT), Student
Rights, Rules and Responsibilities. The Board will also be advised of all
matters concerning Health Services through its membership on the Health
Services committee of the University. The Board shat I be responsible for
advising the Director of Financial Aids on all matters concerning Financial
Aids guidelines and procedures. The Board shall also be responsible for
communicating with the MUB Board of Governors through its member on
that Board.
Procedures governing the allocation of the Student Activities Tax are
found in Attachment II.
·
Standing Committees of the Board
Budgetary Hearing Committee
The Vice-President of the Board of Delegates shall chair the Budgetary
Hearing Committee. The Budgetary Hearing Committee shall be responsible
for the allocation of the student governments programming fund (refer to
attachment I). Each member of the Budgetary Hearing Committee shall
observe one SAT organization for advising the Board on all matters
concerning the allocations of the Student Activities Tax.
Financial Aid Committee
The Financial Aid Standing Committee shall work closely with the
Financial Aid Office and shall be responsible for keeping the Board of
Delegates informed on all issues concerning Financial Aid. The Committee
shall represent the views of the Board of Delegates to the Financial Aid
Office.
Legal Services Committee
The Legal Services Standing Committee shall be responsible for the
oversight and coordination of the Student Government Legal Services. The
Committee shall provide advice on any change in Legal Services policy
which the Board of Delegates is considering.
Health Services Committee
The Health Services Committee of the Board of Delegates shall be
responsible for advising the Board of Delegates on all matters concerning
Health Services. The members of this Committee shall also be responsible
for serving as the student representatives on the Health Services Standing
Committee of the University.
Rationale
Coordination within the governance structure is essential. To encourage
this coordination, the Student Body President shall appoint a Vice-President
from the Board to chair ·its meetings. As a member of the Executive
Committee, the Vice-President will be responsible for insuring that the
actions of the Board are in concert with those of the other facets of student
governance. Coordination within governance is encouraged.
The Vice-President must be selected from within the Board of Delegates
itself. The purpose of this restriction is to maximize the continuity of Board
deliberations. The importance can be seen in the budgeting of the Student
Activity Tax. The Student Body President and his appointees assume office
January 1 which is during an important stage of the allocation process. Thus
it is important that the continuity of Board actions and deliberations be
preserved. The appointment of the Vice-President by the S!ud~nt Body
President from within the Board encourages both coordmahon and
continuity.
The Student Activity Tax shall be allocated by the Board of Delegates.
As a tax levied on all students, the Student Activity Tax must be allocated
by -an elected group- representing a11 stu<:tents : Within this responsibility Is
included the role of overseeing the actual use of the monies. Thus Delegates
shall also act as observers to the SAT organizations. This observer role will
encourage within the Board of Delegates the development of the
knowledge an~ expertise necessary for effective participation in the
budgetary process.

The Budget Hearing Committee shall be responsible- for the allocation of
the SAT programming Fund. As observers to SAT organizations, members of
this Committee possess a degree of expertise in programming and
budgetary functions. It is thus appropriate that this group be responsible for
the allocation of Programming Fund monies.
The Vice-President of the Board of Delegates shall chair the Budgetary
Hearing Committee. The purpose is to provide coordination throughout the
governance structure. Within the Board, the Vice-President will remain ,
informed as to actions taken concerning the important area of SAT
allocation. Within the entire structure, the Vice-President will be more able
to communicate all of the actions of the Board concerning SAT to the
remainder of the governance. Greater communication through the entire
structure will result.
The Board of Delegates is charged with the oversight of three other areas.
Health Services, Legal Services, and Financial Aids Committees each have a
strong and direct impact on the entire student body. It is, therefore, very
necessary that the governance system representing students have strong
ties into these areas. The purpose of the design of the Board was to
strengthen these ties. Each Delegate is assigned a single standing
committee on which to serve. The majority of his effort and time may be
directed at that single responsibility. This encourages the development of
on AXJ"Arti~o which ic nococcary if one is to oxon:i~o do i~ivtt poi flclpatlon.
Thus a strong relationship between students and these o~eos con be
developed.
One member of the Boord of Delegates shall serve as a member of the
MUB Board of Governors. The purpose of this person is to act as a liaison
and maximize communication between the Board of Governors and the
student governance structure. It is imperative that communication exist
between these two groups. Both are student organizations charged with the
representation of student concerns. As such any conflict or lack of
communication between the two would be extremely counterproductive to
both groups as well as to student participation in governance generally. The
Task Force therefore sought to provide a mechanism for direct and ·constant
communication between the two. In this way a mutually supportive and
cooperative relationship between the two representative organizations is
encouraged.
·
It is important to note that the Delegate who serves as liaison is a full and
contributing member of the Board of Governors. This Delegate would
discharge the responsibilities of membership and would be required to
contribute to the Board as appropriate. This encourages a deep
understanding by the Delegate of the workings and concerns of the Board of
Governors for transmission to the governance. The effectiveness of the
liaison depends upon his participation.
Attachment I - Programming Fund
All request for Programming Fund monies shall be submitted to the
Budgetary Hearing Committee. A concept outlining the purpose and goals of
the proposed programs shall be presented. The Budgetary Hearing
Committee shall be responsible for determining the appropriateness of the
request.
After concept approval by simple majority vote, the Budgetary Hearing
Committee shall refer the request to the Bureau of the Budget (BOB) for
financial scrutiny. Following action by the BOB, the request shall be
returned to the Hearing Committee. Final approval shall require a majority
vote by the Committee.
Specific guidelines for the allocation of the Programming Funds shall be
established by the Board of Delegates.
Attachment II -SAT Budget Schedule and Process
Early in the fall semester, the chairperson of the Budgetary Hearing
Committee shall assi9n an observer to each SAT organization.
At a meeting of the Board of Delegates in early December the concepts of
these organizations seeking funding shall be read. These concepts shall
consist of a formal statement explaining the purpose and goals of each
organization. At the following meeting, the concepts will be formally
reviewed and either approved or disapproved.
During the first week of February, al I organizations with approved
concepts who are seeking funds shall submit a proposed budget to the
Bureau of the Budget. As financial advisor to the Budgetary Hearing
Committee, the Bureau of the Budget shall review each line item and make
recommendations for change where necessary. The budgets will then be
forwarded to the Budgetary Hearing Committee. Also during the first week
each observer shall submit to the Budgetary Hearing Committee a report
evaluating their SAT organization.
In mid February, after the SAT budgets have been evaluated by the
Bureau of the Budget, they shall be submitted to the Budgetary Hearing
Committee for review and amendment if necessary. These meetings shall
be publicized in an effort to encourage student input into the process.
The budget must pass the Budgetary Hearing Committee with a two-thirds
vote and then can be passed onto the full Board of Delegates. If the budget
is amended the Bureau of the Budget shall advise the Budgetary Hearing
Committee as to the financial repercussions of the amendment.
By the first week of March the budget will have been forwarded to the
Board of Delegates in its amended form. A brief history of its passage
through this process shall accompany each budget. At this time the Board of
Delegates shall review, amend if necessary, and give final approval to each
budget. For this approval, a two-thirds vote of the Board of Delegates is
necessary.
The budget is then forwarded to the Vice President for Student Affairs
and fr~m there shall follow the proper administrative channels.
RESIDENTIAL LIFE

Structure
The Student Body President shall appoint a Vice-President for Residential
Life who shall <;Jct as chairperson of the Residence Council. The Residence
Council shall be comprised of nine undergraduate students and the
chaif"-person. The Director of Residentia~ Life- s(iall act as advisor to the·
Residence Council. The Presidents Councils of each residential area shall
select three representatives to the Residence Council. One student from
each area shall be selected in December to assume office in January. Two
students from each area shall be selected in April to assume office in
September. All members shall serve a term of one year.
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Authority and Re1pon1lbllltle1

The Vice-President for Residential Life shall be resp~nsible for facilitati.on
of communication between the Student Body President, the Executive
Committee, and the Residence Council.
.
.
The Vice-President for Residential Life shall be authorized to establish any
ad hoc committee to investigate any areas of Residential life he-she deems
necessary.
II b
h
'b'l't
f
In the event of a vacancy on the Council, it sha
e t e responsi 1 1 Y 0
the respective Area Presidents Council to fill this. posi!ion. im!11ediately. If
prolonged delays occur, the Vice-President for. Residen1ial Life. is a~thoriz«;td
to appoint a representative from the re~pective area 0 ~ an interim basis.
The Residence Council shall establish Students Rights, Rules, and
Responsibilities, as they pertain to Residential Li~e.
.
Upon implementation of the Residence Coun.cd, the council an? the
Director of Residential Life shall be jointly responsibl«;t for the for.m.u.l~tion of
a proposal concerning a redefinition of their respective responsibilities and
authorities as they pertain to administrative processes and proce~u~es by
the Office of Residential Life. This proposal shall be undertake~ within the
first semester of the Council's operation and shall be transmitted .to the
Student Body President and the Vice-President for Student Affairs for
approval.
.
.
In all othor oroos tho Council chall act as advisor to tho Director of
Residential Life. In these areas the role of the Counc~I is to provide a
mechanism for acting on student concerns a~d compl~ints.
.
.
The Residence Council shall have the authority. to review all Resi~ential
Life and Dining Budgets. Written recommendations of the Council shall
become part of the budget fo~ t~ansr:nission t~r~ugh all ~~ter steps ~f the
budgetary process. Provided within this authority IS the ability to obtain and
provide input on all preliminary budgets.
The Council shall have the authority to obtain upon written request, .any
and all information and documents deemed necessary by the Council to
conduct its operations.
.
.
.
The Residence Council shall be responsible for informing the student
body, the Student Body President, and the Area Presidents Councils of all
actions taken.
.
.
The Residence Council shall, with the consent of. the yice-President. for
Student Affairs and the Director of Residential Life, ac~ept final
respon~ibility in other areas of Residential Life, as its experience and
expertise allow.
Ratlonaie
The established record of the Dining & Residence Advisory Council proves
that in the Area of Residential Life, students are fully capable of
understanding and responding intelligently to the issues that challenge
them. A prime ·example of the Dining and Residence Advisory Coun~il's
work was the reduction of the charge levied on students by the Physical
Plant Operation & Maintenance Department. To this point the ability of the
Dining and Residence Advisory Council to meet student needs has been
limited to advice. The time has come for students to assume a greater
responsibility and to accept sole authority in certain specific areas. ·
Specific9lly Rights, Rules and Responsibilities as they pertain to residential
life shall be established by the Residence Council.
Students Rights, Rules, and Responsibilities as they pertain to Residential
Life were previously the responsibilities of the University Senate in which
students had a strong voice. The present governance system, however,
mandates a redefinition of student involvement in this area. The proposal to
make this area the sole responsibility of Residence Council accomplishes
this goal.
The remaining responsibilities are advisory and are necessary to assure
the competent input of students into administrative decisions which affect
them.
.
The decision to make the Director of Residential Life an advisor to the
Residence Council accomplishes several thi~gs. Primarily i! brings students
and administration together to insure that informed solutions to problems
which affect both are attained. The Council informs the administration of
student concerns. It will be the responsibility of the Director of Residential
Life to insure that the Residence Council is fully informed concerning
administrative concerns. Informed decisions by both are encouraged.
One goal of the governance structure is to minimize the fluctuation of
student's membership and to diminish the interim orientation period which
will be experienced by members of the Council. To this end, it was proposed
that staggered membership terms be established. By encouraging
structurally that students with experience and ~nowl«;tdge be. P~~sent on !he
Councils, it was insured new members be aided in the initial learning
process. A continuity is encouraged within the Council. This continuity will
strengthen the Council and maximize student participation.
Coordination within the governance is important. The Student Body
President shall therefore appoint a Vice-President for R~sidehtial Life _to act
as chairperson of the Council. In this way, two goals v..:111 be accomplished.
First efficient communication lines will be established between the
Residence Council and the Executive Committee. Efficient communicatio~ is
essential to the workings of both groups. Secondly: .b~cause the Vi~ePresident for Residential Life is delegated the respons1bil1ty for overseeing
all areas of Residential Life, it is essential that he be in a position c;>f
leadership within the Council. In both ways, effective governance is
encouraged.
.
It is also important to maximize the accountability of the Residence
Council to students living in t~e Residential Life. syste.m. ~onsequently, !he
Area Presidents Councils are responsible for interviewing ~nd selectin~
students to serve as representatives of their areas t~ the Council. ~fter their
selection members of the Council shall be responsible for the maintenance
of good communication between themselv~s ~nd the R«:side~ce ~ouncil. In
this way strong accountability to students within the Residential Life System
is encouraged.
.
.
.
. .
Finally, the Council and the Director .of Res1d.e~t.1al Life sh?ll 1ointly .be
responsible for a review and appropriate defin1t1on of their respect1~e
authority concerning adminis-trative po~icies and procedures. Areas-exist ---within adminis.trative procedures over which the Council as the body
establishing Student Rights, Rules, and Responsibilities should properly
exercise authority. A detailed definition of such areas can best be
undertaken by the Council itself as it is both the group to exerc.ise t~e
authority and the group most familiar with the operations of the Residential
Life system.
1

In all, the establishment of the Residence Council encourages decisive
participation by students in the area of Residential Life.

COMMUTER AFFAIRS
Structure

The Student Body President shall appoint a Vice-President for Commuter
Affairs. The Vice-President of Commuter Affairs shall serve as chairperson
of the Commuter Council which will be comprised of nine undergraduate
commuter students and the chairperson. A selection process shall be
established by which the Vice-President for Commuter Affairs and members
of the Council shall jointly interview and select future members of the
Council. Five students shall be selected in December and four in April. All
members shall serve a term of one year.
The Commuter Council shall contain three standing sub-committees.
These are the Off Campus Housing Committee, the Kari-Van Committee,
and the Transfer Student Committee. The Director of the Kari-Van or his-her
representative shall act as an ex-officio non-voting advisor to the Kari-Van
Committee. The Dean of Students or his-her representative shall act as an
ex-officio non-voting advisor to the Transfer Students Committee. The
coordinator of Commuter Affairs or his-her representative shall act as an
ex-officio non-voting advisor to the Off Campus Housing Committee.
The Commuter Council shall meet in its entirety on a regular basis as
determinAd by tho Vico-Procidont for Commuter Affair~. Eoch ~landing
subcommittee shall meet as deemed necessary by the subcommittee
chairperson. An administrative position shall be established whose area of
responsibility shall be the coordination of commuter affairs.
Upon implementation of the Commuter Council, the Council and the
coordinator shall be jointly responsible for the formulation of a proposal
concerning their respective responsibilities and authorities. At this time the
resronsibilities, authorities, and relationships of the standing committees
wil also be defined.
This proposal shall be transmitted to the Student Bo~y President and the
Vice-President of Student Affairs for approval.

Authority and Re1pon1l\llltle1
The Vice-President for Commuter Affairs shall be responsible for advising
the Student Body President on all matters pertaining to Commuter Affairs.
He-she shall be responsible for communication between the Executive
Committee and the Commuter Council. If it should become necessary, the
Vice-President for Commuter Affairs shall have the authority to remove
members of the Commuter Council after an adequate period of consultation
and consideration. Written explanation for such action shall be submitted to
the Student Body President. The Vice-President for Commuter Affairs shall
have the authority to fill any vacancies on an interim basis. The VicePresident for Commuter Affairs shall appoint all chairperso"s and members
to the standing committees of the Commuter Council. The Vice-President for
Commuter Affairs and the Commuter Council each have the authority to
establish, at any time, any ad hoc committee necessary to investigate or
respond to any issue which falls under its defined responsibility and
authority.
Rationale
The commuter students at the University of New Hampshire comprise fifty
percent of the student body. As a group, they h~v~ developed needs which
are unique to themselves. On the .student l~vel, 1t 1s essential that on.e body
be formulated which can recognize, coordinate, and promote solutions to
the various problems faced by commuter students. To this end, the
Commuter Council is established.
If the Commuter Council is to be a strong body, a student expertise within
·the council must be maintained.
Consequently, staggered membership terms have been establi.sh~ f~r
the Council. In this way knowledge which members of the Council gain 1s
easily transmitted to new members. The maintenance of student expertise
within the Council is encouraged.
On the administrative level, the establishment of a full-time
administrative position of Coordinator for Commuter Affairs is imperative.
Three facts prompt this recommendation.
First no coordinator presently exists for commuter concerns. Transfer
student concerns are the charge of the Dean of Students Office~ the KariVan system is a responsibility of the department of Physical Plant
Operations and Maintenance, the Office of Residential life han~les housing
programs. No single office is responsible for the overall coordinator of all
commuter concerns. Such coordination is mandatory for the development of
sufficient programs to respond to commuter concerns.
Secondly, long-range planning is necessary in the area of Commuter
Affairs. As one example, commuter programs must take into account longrange housing trends. This type of planning mandate_s the existe_nce of a
greater a"bility and commitment wi~hin the unive~sity t~an presently exists.
1he coordinator for Commuter Affairs would provide this capacity.
Thirdly, summer months are the period in which Commuter programs are
most needed. Housing arrangements are being made and the need for the
commuter student to have information and assistance from the university is
the greatest. Presently, however, the involvement of the university in
Commuter Affairs is at its lowest point during the summer. The present
system does not allow the university to respond at that time when the need
is greatest.
_
The Coordinator would allow- the university to produce commuter
programs during the summer. A much greater service could be provided to
students which could avoid many later problems. In all, the resources of the
university could be utilized when they would be the most effective.
The Commuter Council and the Coordinator of Commuter Affairs shall be
jointly responsible for a definition of their respective authorities. It is
essential that a healthy and mutually helpful relationship develop between
the two. Since neither has yet been established, strict structural definit.io~s
of relationships and authorities could be more of an obstacle than an aid in
the development of this relationship. By -requiring the Council and the
.coordinator to cooperate closely in the formulation of such a proposal, a .
precedent of a close relationship and coordination can be encouraged.
_ _____ ·__ _
ACADEMKAFFAIRS
_____
-- Strycture
The Student Body President shall appoint a Vice-President for Academic
Affairs. The Vice-President for Academic Affairs shall appoint th~ student
members of the University Academic Standards & Advising Committee. Heshe shall act as chairperson on the Academic Council and the Academic
Awareness Committee.
The Academic Council shall consist of the student members of the
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Academic Senate. A selection process shall be established by which the
Vice-President for Academic Affairs and members of the Council shall
iointly interview and select future members of the Counci I. The future
mem~ers shall be selected in April to assume office in September for a term
of one year. Specific guidelines for the selection process sh al I be
determined by the Council and approved by the Student Body President not
later than April 1. 1979.
Two weeks prior to the beginning of interviews, faculty and students of
each college will be advised that openings exist for student representation.
Applicatfons will be submitted to the Personnel Officer or Vice-President for
Academic Affairs. The Graduate Student Association shall select the
graduate.member of the Senate. This person shall also be a member of the
Academic Council.
The Academic Awareness Committee shat I consist of those students who
are engaged in special research projects under the direction of the VicePresident for Academic Affairs. The membership, meeting, format, etc. of
the Com m ittee shall be at·the discretion of the Vice-President for Academic
Affairs.
Authority and Rasponslblllty
The Vice-President for Academic Affairs shall be responsible for advising
the Stude nt Body President on all matters pertaining to acodomic affairs.
He-she shall be responsible for the facilitation of communication between
t he Academic Council. the Academic Awareness Committee, and the
Executive Comm ittee.
The Vice-President for Academic Affairs shall have the authority to
remove members -0f the Academic Council after an adequate period of
consultation and consideration. Written rationale for such action shat I be
submitted to t he Student Body President. Should the Vice-President tor
Academic Affa irs remove a member he-she shall also hove the authority to
fill a ny vacancies on an interim basis.
·
The responsibility of the Academic Council shall be to represent students
to the A cademic Senate. Individual members of the Council shall be
responsib le to see that their college is kept informed and that
communication occurs on an on-going basis.
The Academic Awareness Committee is responsible for the research of
specia l proiects and, when needed, the formulation of appropriate
proposals for submission through the proper university channels. The VicePresident for Academic Affairs is resronsible to see that appropriate
proiects ore carried forth and that al activities of the Committee are
properly coordinated.
·
1
Ratlonale
Academia is the univer~ity. Academic policy above all other affects every
student at the University of New Hampshire. It is therefore mandatory that
student input and participation in academic policy be as effective as
possible. The goal of this proposed structure is to encourage such
participation.
:
The goal of the Academic Council is to promote the highest possible
quality of student participation and expertise in governance. Two points
concerning the Academic Council are important: First, its members are
encouraged to focus theiri attention and efforts solely upon the Academic
Senate. In this way. st~dent members of the Academic Senate are
encouraged to be as com~tenf and knowledgeable as possible and provide
the Academic Senate wittl the highest quality of participation. Previously,
members of the Acadertaic Senate have been expected to discharge.
additional duties within the student governance structure. Efforts had to be
divided between the Academic Senate responsibilities and other areas. As a
member of the proposed Academic Council. students will be encouraged to
become more deeply invol.ved and to S?rovide eff~ctive in~ut in those ore.as
legislated by the Academic Senate. The greatest expertise and highest
possible quality input by students to the Acad~mic Senate is .encouraged.
Secondly. communication between members of the Academic Senate is .
important. Members shou'd discuss issues pending before the Academic
Senate with fellow student 'members on o regular basis. This encourages the
development of a deeper understanding of issues by all members. This also
allows for a valuable forum to discuss ideas and impressions, as well as a
source of construdive criticism and debate: The establishment of the
Academic Council will insure that this communication occurs. Again the
highest possible quality of input and student representation is encouraged.
There are two important goals which shall be achieved through the
selection process of the Academic Council. First the process allows the
Academic Council, as the group most knowledgeable concerning the
qualities necessary for participation in the Academic Senate, an important
voice in the selection of future members. In this way, a vigorous selection
orocedure CQn be implemented which will enable students to send their
most able representative to the Academic Senate. This will encourage the
lielection of students whose abilities are most compatable with the
~rocesses of the Academic Senate .
. Secondly, this process
also maximize the accountability of student
'Tlembers. Student representatives to the Academic Senate must include at
least one member from each college. Under the proposed structure, it is
1ery clear that the responsibility of each student is to communicate directly
Nith the students of his-her constituent college. Previously, neither the time
was available nor was the responsibility clearly defined.
In addition. the Student Body President is responsible for serving as a
:ommunication link to students. The Student Body President is responsible
;or keeping students aware of all issues facing the governance, including
xademic issues. To this end the resources of the presidency such as an
idvertising budget and the On-Campus Information Officer become ·
nechanisms to keep students representation in academics accountable to ·
;tudents. The proposed structure encourages greater accountability of
;tudent representation.
BUDGET AND ADMINISTRATION
Structure
The Student Body President shall appoint a Vice-President for Budget and
\ d ministrotio n. The Vice-President for Budget and Administration shall
or m a Budget Committee to aid in efforts concerning the university budget
: deemed necessary. A selection process shall be established by which the
'ice-President for Budget and Administration and the Administrative
:ouncil shall appoint future members of the Administrative Council for a
erm of one academ ic year. The Administrative Council shall be comprised
f the student members of the un ivers ities standing committees as follows :
he Bookstore Committee, t he Parking and Traffic Committee, the Park ing

will

and Traffic Appeals Board, the Physical Plant & Development Committee,
the Scheduling Committee, the Judiciary Appeals Board, and the Judiciary
Policies Committee.
Authority and Responslblllty
The primary resronsibility of the Vice-President for Budget and
Administration shal be to keep the Student Body President and the
Executive Committee informed on all issues concerning the university
standing committees and the university budget.
The Administrative Council shall meet at the discretion of the VicePresident of Budget and Administration. The Vice-President of Budget and
Administration shall coordinate the council in any fashion necessary to
insure effective, solidified student input into the university standing
committees.
If it should become necessary, the Vice-President for Budget and
Administration shall have the authority to remove any member of the
Administrative Council after an adequate period of consultation and
consideration. A written explanation of such action shall be forwarded to
the Student Body President.
It shall be the responsibility of the members of the council as members of
the university standing committees to solicit student views and represent
thoco viowc to thoir rocpoctivo otondin~ committoo~.

The Vice-President of Budget and Administration shall be entitled to
secure all needed information concerning the budget upon written request
to which he-she is legally entitled.
Ratlonale
Communication between student members of the university standing
committees and the Student Body President is essential. In his role as the
sole elected representative of all students, the Student Body President
should maintain a continuous dialogue with those students serving as
representatives to the university standing committees. This communication
will provide the Student Body President with both a source of important
information and a method by which to express student concerns whenever
necessary. The Vice-President for Budget and Administration shall serve to
facilitate communication between the Student Body President and the
Administrative Council.
Another area in which it is important that students have input is the
university budget. Due to economic constraints, the university budget very
much affects a student's education. At the same time the complexities of the
budget demand a high level of student expertise be developed in order to
insure effective student input. The Vice-Preside'n t of Budget and
Administration will be encouraged to develop this expertise in order .to
advise the Student Body President on all issues concerning the university
budget. This will insure meaningful, informed student input on those
financial issues which affect their education.
PUBLIC FORUM
Structure
Permanent membership of the Public Forum shall consist of the Student
Body President, and the Executive Committee. For each meeting of the
Forum, two members from the Residence Council, Commuter Council,
Budget and Administrative Council, Academic Council, and the Board of
Delegates shall be selected jointly by fellow members and their respective
Vice-Presidents to serve as members of the Forum. The meeting shall be
chaired by the Student Body President.
The Forum shall be held during each month of the academic year.
Appropriate actions to inform the student body of its meeting shall be
undertaken by the Director of On-Campus Publicity. The format of the
meeting shall include both reports from each facet of the governance and
the opportunity for students and the members of the Forum to respond and
offer input.
Authority and Responslbllltles
The primary responsibility of the Public Forum will be ·to provide, to the
student body, an accessible government system. It shall be the purpose of
the Forum to present for public information reports concerning the activities
of the various facets of student government.
The responsibility of the forum will be to receive and respond to questions
and concerns from the student body.
The Forum shall also allow students who wish to become involved in
Student Government an opportunity to view and evaluate their areas of
interest·
Ratlonale
In order for a governance to be effective, it must be accessible to students
and maintain open lines of communication. The Public Forum is designed to
compliment those lines of communication existing in other facets of the
student governance. Thus the forum offers the system additional
accountability.
The Forum shall serve as a central focus in which the activities of all
facets of the governance may be presented to students on a regular basis.
Thus for both interested students and other members of the Forum, an
overall perspective of student governance is maximized.
The Forum is also an opportunity for students to become acquainted with
the various facets of the governance. This function is particularly important
in terms of students who possess a general interest in governance but have
no need to approach a particular group or council. The Forum provides an
opportunity to identify their area of interest.
In all, governance must be open and accessible in order to be effective.
The Public Forum encourages within student governance necessary
accountability.
SUMMARY
In summary, the goal of the Task Force was to design <J student
governance which encourages responsible participation by students in
University policy. Basic assumptions included that students enjoy both the
right and ability for such participation. Expertise, continuity, and proactive
participation are encouraged by the proposed system.
Student governance at the University of New Hampshire has traditionally
been a strong organization. Hqw·ever, the dissolution of the University
Senate mandated the establishment of new sources of authority, structures,
and lines of communication . The goal of the Task Force has been to allow
the new_ system to remain as compatible as passible with the strengths of
the previous system. At the same time, the change in University governance
mandated a completely new approach to governance by students. The Task
Force repo~t r~pres~nts that new approach. In all it represents a responsible
system wh ich 1s an integral part of the new Un iversity governance, and it
offers maximum opportunity for students to enjoy decisive participation in
University governance.
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